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CHAPTER ONB

INTRODUCTI,ON

!.he sg!, j ect og the sllldy

This study describes the changing role of corporate pub-

lic relations and examines the implications of these changes

for the professional preparation of undergraduates in commu-

nication studies. l4ore specifically, for those who plan to

enter the practice of public relations in contemporary busi-

ness, this study attempts to clarify the relationship between

current trends in the business practice of public relations

and the growing field of study in "organizational communica-

tion. " "Public relations is first and foremost a communica-

tion function. "l A theoretical as well as an applied know-

ledge of the human communication process has long been

thought to be a first principle for acquiring proficiency in

the lractice of pubtic relations.2 Rex Harlow (Lg76) argues

that public relations in business is defined as "a distinctive

management function which helps establish and maintain mutual

lines of communication...between an organization and its

publics. " 3

Indward J. Robinson, Communication and Public Relations.
(Columbus: Chartes E. t'ter

2tbid., p. 23.
3nex F. Harlow, "Building a Public Relations Definition. rl

Public Relations Revibw, VoL. 2 No. 4 (Winter, L978) :35.



From the beginning of the Twentieth Century, the study

of communication has been used in very different ways to pre-

pare students for the practice of public relations. Corpor-

ate public relations has a long history of special relation-

ships with journalism, with the mass media of communication

and w:-th persuasion and rhetorical theory. Especially since

the end of l{orld War II, corporate public relations has been

largely looked upon as a tool for business product and ser-

vice publicity. In a larger sense, it has also been perceived

as a means of building a positive image for the business

organization itself. Such a conception of corporate public

relations was based on the belief that, a continuous flow of

well planned persuasive messages to the public, mostly via

the media, could mold a favorable public attitude, clear the

way for a continuous sale of organization's products and

services. Eventually, a favorable image of the corporation

in the minds of the general public was believed to be retained.

Thus, in terms of corwnunication trai-ning, the public rela-

tions person vras seen as skilled in the rhetoric of mass media

persrrasion.

In recent years, however, the growing complexity of the

relationship between the business organization and its envi-

ronment has changed this view, and public relations has

assumed new dimensions. As part of the growth and increased

scope of the study of communication and specifically of organ-

izational communj-cation, the public relations function has

increasingly been recognized as a process for adaptation of

the business organization to a continuously changing environment.



It has been clear that contemporary business organizations

increasingly face new and critical internal and external

challenges and must regularly make large and rapid changes

if they are Lo prosper. In this context, the role of public

relations in business has begun to move beyond the publicity

and image building function of the post-war era. Public

relations has come to be perceived as the main agency in the

organizational communication process through which adapta-

tion to rapid changes in the organization environment can be

accomplished. Thus, public relations is fast becoming a

much more important element in an effective organizational

communication network or system. It is for this reason that

communication studies as preparation for the professional

practice of public relations must be re-examined.

As we look at a total communication system in operation

in a complex business corporation, and focus on the role of,

public relations in it, three main elements seem to converge

andtodeterminehowpub1icre1ationswi1lbeconducted"
These elements are: the buqinesq environmglrt, the philosophy

g!-_gg , and the conununication ProceFses

denranded Pv the ,first two el.emerlts. The main argument of,

this thesis is thatr €ls these three elements change, the

total role of public relations in contemporary business organ-

izations is thereby changed. In the s€rme wdy, then, the com-

munication studies upon which preparation for the practice

of public relations in business is based should also change.

The central theme of this study is that we have been, since



about 1945-70, in the midst of such a major change in this

whole complex of related elements.

A reading of the professional and academic literature

on the role of public relations in business organizations

produces considerable historical evidence of change from a

period of "reactive public relations" during 1945-70, to a

period of "interactive public relations" from about 1970 to

the present. A further definition of these terms, and the

nature of the change, will be explored further in this chap-

ter and developed in detail in Chapters Two and Three. Such

a change from a reactive to int.eractive public relations

carries significant implications for university training pro-

grams in public relations.

On this score, it should be noted that:

In an important sense, this world of ours is a
new world in which the unity of knowledge, the
nature of human communities, the order of ideas,
the very notion of society and culture have changed,
and will not return to what they have been in the
past. What is new is new not because it has never
been here before, but it has changed in quality.
One thing that is new is the prevalence of newness,
the changing scale and scope of change itselfr so
that the world alters as we walk in it... We need
to recognize the change and learn what resources we
have.4

This study of recent changes in corporate public relations

functions should be perceived as an inquiry into the realm of

broad social change, described historically, "to recognize

the change and learn what resources we have."

4Robert Oppenheimer, "Prospects in the Arts and Sciencesr"
Perspective USA 1I (Spring, L955) :10-11. As quoted from Fran-
cis J. Goldsmith, "The Challenges of Change. " Journal qf Qnv_i-ronmenta1Hea1th,Vo]..34t.to.1.(Ju1y/au9ust,1ffi



The Purpose and Method of the Study

This study begins with the premise that broad social

change will alter corporate behavior and thus force changes

in public relations function. The historical evidence indi-

cates that since 1970 this change has occurred. Social

activists and popular movements such as Consumerists, Envi'

ronmentalists, Equal Rights Activists, and others, have

exerted growing infLuence on corporate management behavior

and thus on the role of corporate public relations. The cen-

tral purposes of this thesis, therefore, are: (1) to des-

cribe the social changes that have occurred since about L970,

the influence they have exerted on business management and

the change they have produced in the role of public relations

in businessi and (2) to describe the subsequent new demands

placed on communication training and on university communi-

cation training programs as professional preparation for the

practice of public relations in business.

This thesis, therefore, fundamentally depends on an

historical description and interpretation of the relevant

literature on the changing role of public re.lations in busi-

ness organizations and the changes which follow in the commu-

nication training for professional public relations practice.

This method attempts to give a direct account of these

changes in the role of public relations and constructs his-

torical hypotheses on why and how they have occurred. It is

hoped that this effort will thus provide some added insight

into an understanding of the consequent implications for



university communication studies as preparation for profes-

sional public relations practice.

Thus, it has been necessary to survey the recent lit-

erature of social and business history of the relevant

aspects of professional business management and of the pro-

fessional practice of public relations as reported in their

journals. The trends identified in this historical search

show how they have been related to the academic literature in

communication and organizational communication and to a survey

of current communication curricula available to students

entering communication-related jobs in business companies.

Through this study method, the first main effort of this the-

sis has been a review and summary of the historical liter-

ature to provide evidence for the hypothesis of the change

from reactive to interactive public relations, from the

period 1945-70 to that of 1970-80

The second main effort in this thesis is a critical con-

trast of the two periods to highlight the varying demands on

communication theory and training, thus, to draw inferences

with respect to the directions which university training

should take in communicationr ES preparation for professional

public relations practice in contemPorary business organiza-

tions.

Ihe organizaJ,ign of thejqtudy

Because this study is based on an historical review and

interpretation of the relevant literature, the organization



of Chapters Two and Three is chronological. This chapter is

an introduction which offers an overview of the thesis sub-

ject, describes the nature and purpose of the stud,y, the

methodology and the significance of this study

Chapter Two describes the era of reactive public rela-

tions f945-70. This chapter summarizes the reactive public

relations of this period from the standpoint of the business

environment and the managerial presumptj-ons of a "placid"

and stable business era, and concludes by characterizing the

demands which this public relations approach makes on commu-

nication theory and training.

Chapter Three focuses on the fotlowing era of interac-

tive public relations, 1970 to present. This chapter des-

cribes the critical changes developing in that decade, the

explosion of social changes and external pressures on busi-

ness corporations. Recognizing the impetus they gave to an

"interactive" managerial philosophy and to the evolution of

interactive public relations, Chapter Three examines the

implications of such a shift from the standpoint of relevant

conunlin ication concePts .

Based on these historicaL hypothesesr'€tS reported in

Chapters Two and Three, the focus of Chapter Four is first'

a contrast between the relevant communication practices in

the two periods. Second, Chapter Four ex€rmines the currently

typical university curriculum in communication as "public

relations core studiesr" and explores its current usefulness

as preparation for professional public relations practice in

the interactive conditions of the contemporary business envi-

ronment



Significance of the Study

There are many theses and dissertations on corporate

public relat,ions listed in the dissertations and theses

abstraCtS whiCh fOCUs On "evaluationr" Or "Study Of the art"l

or specific "technigues[ of public relations as practiced in

specific corporations. This thesis on the contrary explores

the hypothesis that changes have occurred in the role of

pubtic relations j-n business which seriously after this

whole traditional perspective. It is hoped, 6s a result,

that this thesis will make some degree of'unique contribu-

tion in the following areass

l. Contribute to increased understanding of the influence

of social change on the business corporation and the

rel-ationship of these changes to corPorate public rela-

tions practice

Contribute to increased understanding of communication

and organizational conununication under systems theory,

especially "external conununication" in organizations

Contribute to current efforts in communication curriculum

development in an era of change in our preparation of

communication related careers, especially in public rela-

tions

2.

3.



CHAPTER TWO

REACTIVE-FUNCTIONARY PUBLIC RELATTONS IN THE

POST-WAR PERTOD, 1945-70

In the period between 1945 and 1970, the practice of

corporate public relations became largely "reactiver" oper-

ating in an external environment which for business !{as

stable and "p1acid. " Little attention was given to external

social pressures and popular movements in the corporate deci-

sion-making mix. Consequently, communication training for

public relations in the universities stressed proficiency

in the basic techniques of journalism and was largely based

on the rhetoric of persuasion. The foregoing condition high-

lights what was a unique relationship between corporate

management and public relations during this period.

The pattern of Chapter Two is, therefore, threefold:

First, it offers a capsule view of corporate management

philosophy in this period of "placid environmentr" and of the

assumptions which informed organization theory between 1945

and L|TO; second, through a review of the relevant literature,

it attempts to report on the practice of corporate public

relations during the same period. Finally' this chapter

reports on the characteristic communication processes required

by the prevailing public relations practice of that period.
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The Business, Environment From_the End of

World War II to 1970

For major American business corporations, the period

from the end of World II to the late 1960's is unique from

the standpoint of management policy and public relations.

This era vtas probably the most rapid and rewarding period of

expansion ever experienced by United States business corpora-

tions. As Alvar Elbing (L967) points out:

The Depression was over, the war was over. The
prosperity brought by war restored faith in the exis-
ting business system and made the Depression seem to
be a freakish aberration. Antibusiness feeling of
the early thirties had faded.l

The technological advances spurred by the war were applied to

the manufacture of consumer products; and the pent-up demand

following the scarcity during the war years was ready to

gobble up the fruits of this advance. Wartime government

controls were almost totally removed. An unprecedented

perj-od of prosperity and technological progress swept the

nation and restored much faith in the American free enter-

prise system.2

Campbell McConnell (f975) an economist, in his account

of the post-World War II prosperity and business boom' says

that, apart from a mitd setback in 1945-46, prosperity and

economic growth persisted throughout the post-war era. The

reasons, according to McConnell, Iay in the component of

Ietvar o. Elbirg ,
of Business (New York:

Jr. and Carol ElbiDg ,
McGraw-Hil1, L967),

The Value Issue

2taid. , p. 23.

p. 23
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total demand. The drastic $55.3 billion decline in govern-

ment spending which occurred in 1945 and 1946 was largely

offset by a $51.8 billion increase in private (consumption,

investrnent, and foreign) spending. Again, after a brief

recession in 1949, the levels of consumPtion and investment

spending steadily. increased during the post,-war years uP

through the late 1960's.3

The need to replace capital facilities used up during

the war years created a large backlog of demand for capital

goods. The need to modernize existing capital facilities,

plus the conversion to civilian production, added to this

high level of demand for investment goods. Furthermore,

the chronic problem of a housing shortage had reached acute

proportions, with the result that the post-war era unleashed

a sharp increase in residential construction activity.4

At the end of the war, the federal government passed

the Employment Act of 1946, expressing a readiness to take

positive steps to correct any serious deviations from fuII

employment. This assurance helped provide a favorable psy-

cholcgical climate for the resulting high level of invest-

ment.5 Net exports also jumped sharPly in the post-war era

as foreign nations, flush with American loans and Marshall

3Campbell R. McConnell, Economics: PrincLples, Problems
and Policies (New York' Mcer

4ruid., p. 2og.

5ruid. , p. 2og .
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Plan dollars, eagerly sought American goods to aid in the

reconstruction of their war-torn economies' 6

As noted, the lion's share of the drop in government

spending was filled by an abrupt increase in consumer spend-

ing. Consumer spending jumped by almost $24 billion between

1945 and 1946. Not only was there a huge backlog of demand

for automobiles, washing machines, refrigerators and so

forth, but consumers also had the means of financing a high

volume of expenditures. Not only were current money incomes

at record levels, but consumers had accumulated a huge vol-

ume of savings in the form of government bonds and other high

Iiquid assets during the wa r -7 This purchasing Power was

supplemented by: (a) a hasty cut in personal taxes; (b) a

significant increase in government transfer payments to

veterans; and (c) rapid growth in the volume of consumer

credit. S

George Taber (1980) corroborates this view of the boom

and halcoyn days of American business after World War II.

He says consumer expectations exploded during the quarter

cent,try of seemingly endless prosperity. following World War

II. Business created the affluent society and the more pros-

perity the public enjoyed, the more it wanted. From l-951

to 1973, economic Arowth in the United States expanded by an

6ruid.,
7ruid. 

,

Bruid. 
,

p, 209 .

pp . 209-10.

p. 2L0.
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average of 4.8% annual]y, while inflation generally was low'9

Not only was the economic climate supportive of growth,

but the public attitude toward business was also favorable

throughout this period. Thomas Stephenson J979) points out

that in the 40rs there were no political attacks on businessi

their magnificent performance during (and after) world war II

had made them almost invulnerable to criticism. The twenty

years after the war $rere golden fon American history.lO

There was no major external infLuence demanding change in

the corporation. No Ratph Naders, no Jane Fondasr Do Barry

Commoners.

According to Herbert Hicks (1975):

As recently as 1955 , 70 percent of the people
thought business was doing a good job _of achieving
a proper balance pgtween making a profit and pro-
vihinil a service.ll

In Lg66, three quarters of the people thought business made

products of good quality, provided sieady jobs, offered young

people a chance to get ahead, and had eliminated economic

depression. During this Period business grew and prospered

in a warm, supportive social and political environment.

Business gave the country what it wanted--a huge gross national

product, a booming economy, nearly fuII employment and, for

the first time in history, affluence for a majority of the

gceorge M. Taber, Special Report On: "Is Capitalism Work-
j-ng?" Time, April 2L, 1980r PP. 40-6 and 51-5.

l0Thomas w. Stephenson,. "Corporate Public Relations at
the Threshold," Publlc Relation-s Quarterly (Summer, L9791 29.

llgerbert c. Hicks, william M. Pride and James D. Powe1l.
Dimensions of American Business (New York: McGraw-Hil1, L975\,
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people.12 There were no vocal movements for corporate social

responsibility in matters like product design, pollution,

conservation, and consumer protection. Thus, business cor-

porations had won their laurels and could operate in that

era with no trepidation and no feeling of "the sword of

Damocles" hanging over their heads. The Process of profit

making through the production of goods and services went

unquestioned, and the result was almost unlimited autonomy

in corporate management decision making.

Perceptions of Corporate Management Responsibility

By virtue of the i'placid" corporate external environment

following the end of World War fI to about 1970, there was

a conscious emphasis on profit as the sole objective of

business corporations. It was the era of "managerial capi-

talism" in which corporations r,yere seen aj good because they

were the mechanism for developing the United States' indus-

trial complex which in turn gave people jobs and transformed

capital into profits assuring still further development.

That perception of the essence of the business corporation

was expressed in the classical creed of Milton Friedman, a

distinguished United States economist.

The basis for Friedmanrs argument, according to Edward

Nicholson, et aI. (1974:391)' rests upon the principles of

L2tbid. , p. 3.
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economics which underlie free markets.13 The underlying

assumption was that executives are no more than trustees of

the property of others (stockholders) and therefore they must

act only in the stockholders' interest. The simple require-

ment of this trust is to maximize the long-term profits of

the firm. Any action which fosters this end is legitimate,

and any other action which does not serve this objective can

only be justified if it does not sacrifice the interest of

the owners.14

In this wiyr corporate management almost invariably

equated profit with social good; business production of goods

and services became equated with social good' and this was

seen as the means of justifying the existence of the busi-

ness corporation in society. Thus, A1var Elbing (1967) noted

that goods and services which business produced \dere viewed

not merely as physical (and intangible) economic units but

were implicitly evaluated as social goods/services. The cor-

porate profit orientation became morally justifiable in that

profit would lead to the most economic Aood for society and

to tire greatest wealth for the nation.15 Consequentlyr eiS

Lynn Peter points out, the predominant conception of the

business corporation became a systematic form of human

l3gdward a. Nicholson, Robert J. Litschert, William P.
Anthony. Business Responsibility and Social Issues (Colum-
bus: Charles

14rbid., p. 391.

15A1var o. Elbing and carol Elbing op. cit-, PP - 56-7.



cooperation

servi ces . l6

not,ion t,hat

the general

16

for producing and

Management policy

the social contract

publ ic should be in

exchanging economic aoods and

became predicated upon the

between a corporation and

purely economic terms.

lhe Management Decision Making Mix

James Post defined management policy as:

Concern with the manner in which organizations
as a whole prosper and survive in a larger social
setting. It is particularly concerned therefore
with those methods that affect the organizationrs
ability to meet the basic institutional challenges
of the times.lT

During the period following the end of World $Jar II up to the

late 1950's, Post claims that such challenges related to

managing growth, including the coordination and administra-

tion of increasingly large bureaucratic structures. By the

1960's he noted that the management policy involved the

development and articulation of corporate strategies that

would facilitate the effective use of organizational resources

to meet managerial production and profit 9oals.18 Such pre-

oecu;-ation with the internal environment of the corporation

organization is what Virgil Day describes as the traditional

two-sided approach to business management centered around

I6l,yrrn Peters, Management and Society (Belmont: Dicken-
son Publishing, 1968), p. 1.

l7J"*"" Post, corporate Behavior and Social Change (Res-
ton: Reston Publis

l8rbid., p. 6.
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(1) projections of economic trends, and Q) technological

forecasting. l9

By virtue of the "placid" corporate external environ-

ment of the era, social and political _trend 
analysis was

given relatively Iittle attention in business planning and

decision making. As Karlene H. Roberts et a1. (L974)

observe, corporate management gave relatively little atten-

tion to external environmental inflUences, such as social

pressures and popular movements, or the corporations.20

The predominant conception of the business corporation in

the economic system obscured its larger role in the social

system as well. As a social system' business would have to

Iook beyond producing goods/services to consider the ulti-

mate social good.

Toby Rodes ,1977) noted that the use of medium and long-

term trend analysis was limited to economics, marketing,

materials availability, planning for expansion and technolo-

gical development. In most companies, Rodes claims' the

decision-making mix of the executive, while including pro-

ductlon, personnel, finances, and sales information, did

include vital socio-political data.21 James Post (1978)

not

also

Vi€w, "
Charles

.latrvvirgit Da!r "Management and Society: An Insiders
in Business R (Co1umbus:
E.

20Karlene H. Roberts, C.A. O'Reilly, G.E- Brentton
L.W. Porter, "Organizational Theory and Organizational
nication: A Communication Failure" Human Relations 27
506.

and
CommlJ-
(1974'):

2lroby E. Rod€s r
(easel , Swi Ezerland :

Publ i c A Short Introduction
Typo AG,

Relations:
13.
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claims that managers, especially those below the top manage-

ment level, b€lieved that the most serious problems facing

the organization for which they worked were technical or

managerial in nature, problems which involved financet mar-

keting, product development or internal administration. Post

adds that:
Ifamatterappearedtobemarket-related,it

would interest a mirketing managexi if it was
finance-related, a financial executive will show
some interestt if it related to employees, a Per-
sonnel manager would perceive the significance of
the issue.22

Too often, there was no one with the task of perceiving the

overall importance of external social pressures, nobody with

the function of recognizLng the significance of popular

movements. This kind of management philosophy from the end

of World War II to l-}TO directly defined the conception and

practice of corporate public relations during that period'

A View of Corporate Effiry The Closed SYStem

Shirley Te rrebery ( in Azumi

out '*hat during the Period under

and business management theorists

organ Lzations as a c losed SYS tem.

and Hage, L972277) Points

consideration, sociological

often treated the formal

23 A crosed system,

22James Postr op. cit. PP- 8-9.

23Shirley Terrebery, "The Evolution of Organizational
Envronments, "- Administrative Sclengq--Qgrterly I2 (1968) :

590-613. In x --Systems (l,exinglon: D.C. Heath and Company,-T972), p. 77.
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according to James L. Owen, et al. $976) does not seriously

alter its internal structure as a result of interaction with

the outside environment. The boundaries of the closed sys-

tem are barriers that enforce a static internal organization

structur".24 As Berrien (1969:15) claims, closed systems

are those which are assumed to be capable of functioning

within themselv"=.25

Moreover, a closed system is related to what Gouldner

(1959) refers to as the "rational model" of organizations

while open systems correspond to the "natural system" modeI.26

Claudia Hale (1978) says the rational model emerged from a

desire to control organizational uncertainty and to regular-

ize all internal processes so that reliable predictions

could continuously be made, thus achieving efficien"y.27

But the organization as an open or natural system dynamically

interacts with the society, thus requiring change in its

24J.*"= L. owen, PauI A. Page, Gordon I. Zimmerman, Com-
munication in Organizations (St. Paul: I{est Publishing' L976)
w-2.

25r'.x. Berrien, General and soctq!-ty.s!9,mg (New Bruns-
wick: Rutgers Univer

26g.w. Gouldner, "organizational Ana1ysis. " rn R- I( -

Merton, L. Broom and L.S. Cottress, Jr., eds. ' Socj-ology
Today (New York: Basic Books, Tnc., 1959). As quoted from
CEuffiia Hale, "General Systems Theory and Organization Com-
munication: A Constructivist-Coorientational Perspective,"
A Paper Presented at the International Communicalion.Assgcia-

-29, ERIC Document Reproduction Ser-
, ED rs5756, r97B) , p. 7.

2TClaudia Hale, "General Systems Theory and Organizational
Communication: A Constructivist-Coorientational Perspectiver "
A Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the International

n (Chicago: APril 25-29 ' ERIC Docu-
P L55756, L978') , P- 7.
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internal structures, and producing new outputs that

closely adapt to a changing external environment.2S

more

of constant internal change in adapting to a changing

ronment seemed antagonistic to the rational model for

efficiency.

The view

envi -

The "closed system" notion in t,he foregoing description

calls for some qualifications. It is conceivable that no

absolute and rigid system closure can actually exist as no

organization can be absolutely independent of its environ-

ment. Therefore, partial closure of the system would best

charactertze corporate managerial assumptions during the era

under consideration. In a partial system closure, the cor-

porate managers assumed that attention could be paid only to

selected external environmental influences such as demo-

graphic information, actions of competitors, sales data,

etc., while precluding any concern for social respo_nsibility

and popular move{nents. External socj-al pressure and popular

movements were few in number and weak in impact. Still, Ets

they grew in numbers and force, managers appeared to under-

rate the potential eroding impact of these forces in their

business operations. They clung to the stability and effi-

ciency goal, possible only in a stable environment.

However, the assumption of this partial closure of the

system was that it would reduce uncertainty by planned con-

trol of the key internal variables and their interactions.

2S lames L. owen et aI . , op . cit . , pp . 2-3 .
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Such an assumption means environmental factors are included

in the decision-making mix only when predictable and inevi-

table. Factors internal to the organization received rigid

definition and control in order to ensure predictability

and efficiency.2g By that reasoning, James Thompson ,J967)

says predictability through organizational system closure is

achieved by assuming that goals are known and tasks are

repetitive, and resources in uniform qualities are available.30

Consequently, Koya Azumi and Jerald Hage (L972) point

out that during the period under consideration, corporate

administrators as well as organizational sociologists concen-

trated on internal arrangements and processes rather than

on factors external to the organization.3l Thus, the range

of corporate managerial functions during this era placed

emphasis on what Argyris calls the maintenance of the inter-

nal system, but not on the adaptive subsystem which would

ensure corporate adaptation to the external environmerrt.32

Public Relations and the Adaptive-Di s osal Subsystem

'Fhe " placid " external environment for business' following

29cl,audie Hale op. cit. , p. 7.

30Ja*"s Thompson, organizations in Action (New York:
McGraw-Hill, L9671 , p. 5.

3lxoy. Azumi and Jerald Hage, organizational Systems
(Lexington: D.C. Heath, L972) , P. 25.

32Chti" Argyris, Integrating the Ingividgal and tlre- 
-organization (New vork[T96T, rn su- Ba]i and Eugene 8e11,

EP-ffiTrl-TEl5tions: Functional or Functionary?" Public ReIa-
tions Review, Vol. 2 No. 2 (Summer, 1976):49.
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the end of World War II led to a passive adaptive subsystem

in corporate systems. The adaptive subsystem plays a major

role only in fulfilling the survival requirements of a cor-

poration by enabling it to adapt to a changi-ng environment.

Argyris thinks the adaptive subsystem will usually act not

only to bring the corporation in line with tne environment,

but also work to bring the environment in line with the cor-
??poration. "-

In contrast to the maintenance of a passive adaptive

subsystem, corporate managerial attention during the period

was largety focused on the organization's production sub-

system, the maintenance subsystem' and the disposal subsystem.

In explaining the foregoing, Bell and Be}I 'J.g|6) describe

the production subsystem as composed of people transforrning

inputs--for example, transforming steel into storage tanks.

The goal of the maintenance subsystem is the preservation of

a steady state of internal equilibrium. It attempts to

maintain the status quo and in doing so it turns inward. upon

the organization and resists pressure for internal change.

The Cisposal subsystem is concerned with outputs and with

providing a market for the corporation's product. T{hile this

subsystem interacts with the environment' j-ts main purpose is

to influence the environment to absorb the products of the

corporation.34 Narrowly conceived, the disposal subsystem

33g"11 and BeIl,
34rbid., p. 52.

op. cit. , p. 51.
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is not called upon to bring information back from the out-

side in order to change the corporation's output' but assumes

the "outside" can be influenced to accept whatever the "in-

side" makes. Market research in this case is concerned with

consumer feedback but primarily to better sell the same pro-

duct, not to change it.

such patterns of corporate managerial emphasis essen-

tially pre-determined the conception of corporate public

relations in the period under consideration. Public relations

was subsumed under the disposal subsystem and consequently

became viewed as a tool of corPorate product and service pub-

licity. Its purposes became equated with those of advertis-

ing and marketing; with the somewhat broader purpose of

maintaining the corporate image. Considering the previous

discussion, it is not surprising to note that a unique mode

of corporate public relations practice developed.

Before addressing the communication processes which were

inherent in this kind of public relations function, a synop-

sis of public relations practice following World War If, up to

L}TO is in order. Edward Bernays (1971) notes that after

warrs end many corporations established public relations

departments. Among them were Ford Motor Company in 1946,

Allis-Chalmers in 1946, The Pennsylvania Railroad in 1948,

Socony-Vacuum in 1949, Gulf OiI in 1949, Chrysler CorPora-

tion in 1950, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company in

1951, American Oil Company in L952, and the Southern Pacific
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Railway in 1953.35

Bernays also points ciut the study of Nugent wedding

(1950) entitled, Public Relations in B

Activities in Large Corporations, which shows that public

relations had penetrated much of American business. Of the

firms considered, 35.3 percent accepted public relations as

a two-way activity including Proper policy formulation and

interpretation to the public, 29.4 percent accepted the con-

cept of goodwill, 10.5 percent agreed that public relations

was one aspect of selling, the same percentage believed it'

was soIely a publicity activity, and 8.2 percent held it

interpreted business to the public and the public to busi-

,r"=".36 These data aptly depict the conception of corporate

public relations as mainly for building the corporate image

and as a means of product/service publicity; corporate public

relations was largely conceived as an adjunct of advertising'

Furthermore, W. Howard Chase (1975) and Philip Lesley

(Ig7g) corroborate the foregoing account of the corporate

public relations functions in the period considered. They

idenc'i fy the functions as follows:

1. Marketing/produet publicity, where the return
from the investment can be readily translated
into sales and Profit.

35edward J. Bernays, "Emergence of the Public Relations
Counsel: Principles and necollections," Business Hi€lory.
Review, VoI. XLV No. 3 (Autumn, I9?1)314.ffi'
CIEIIF-and Allen H. Center, Effective Public Relations (New

York: Prentice-Hall ' L952\ , P. 44 -

36naward L. Bernaysr cp. cit-, p. 315. Also in Nugent
of Activi-

lies Ln t na: 1950)o
StudWedditg, Public Re_I_qtions in Business: The
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2. Writing of financial reports.

3. promoting goodwill in plant or office co-mmuni-
ties trrrougn special events--anniversaries and
other observances.

4. Lobbying to prevent unfriendly legislation or
regular actions

5. Institutional advertisitg, based on the assumP-
tion that the institutional whole has a valuable
identity larger than the sum of its several
;;;" .-na tnit this identity is worth asserting'37

Chase points out that the foregoing functions excluded

the use of corporate public relations as an early warning

system, providing sensitivity to lifestyle changes for the

purpose of creating an awareness useful to profit management.

Corporate public relations managers, therefore, Iacked the

capacity to influence management decision making. Their

task of influencing the market and the environment began only

after management had decided what to do- 38

corporate public relations, therefore, became subsumed

under the rubric of advertising and marketing. Such a struc-

tural arrangement, according to Daniel Cook (Lg77l, kept the

corporate public relations manager as little more than a

moutlpiece for management, without being granted full access

to corporate information and the decision-making process.3g

37W. Howard Chase, ,'New Standards for Measuring Public
Relations A Program for Re-Organizingr" Public Relatigns
Journal, VoI. 31 Wo. 2 (FebruaEY, 1975):18. Also in Philip
ilA;Iey, "Psychology and Public Relations Counseling'r' Public
Relations Review, Vol. V No. 3 (FaIl, L9791:4.

38w. Howard Chas€r op. cit. I p. 18.

3 9P.niel D. Cook , "Are You Ready to
Indust@, Vol. 194 (august 15, 1977')

Ivlake PR Pay? "
:63.
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Thus, the corporate public relations manager remained as a

corporate conrmunicator, relating to popular movements and

other external social pressures only to protect the prevail-

ing system. He was not responsible for, and often he could

not foresee and foretell, the impact of a strictly business

decision on the general or specific public'

Communication Processes Re uired b Corporate

Public Relations in the Post-War Period

The conception of corporate public relations as an

adjunct of advertising placed it in the posi-tion of "manipu-

Iative communication" usually believed to be the core of

advertising. So in the "consumer culture" of post-World War

:rT, as George Gordon (1971) points out, corporate public rela-

tions centered around the notion that all mass communication

in the culture is the result of the same commercial forces

that also created advertisitg.40 For one thing, business in

post-World War II made mass production its major considera-

tion. So, contmercial persuasion--the essence of advertising--

emerged from the growth of competitive industry.4l Discern-

ible in the foregoing conception of corporate public rela-

tiOnS as "manipUlative COmmuniCation" and "com[tercial perSua-

sion,' are several implications regarding the communication pro-

cess required to imPlement it.

4Oceorge N. Gordon, g.ersuesion, The==Theory
tive Communication (New Y 7L) , P' L29 '

41rbid., p. ll6.
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Because the conception and practice of corporate public

relations between the end of World War If and 1960 were

largely in terms of product publicity and mass media based,

the mechanistic stimulus-response model c€rme to underlie the

communication processes of public relations. Melvin Defleur

(1966) recalls that besides press and film, by the early

1950's radio had reached saturation penetration into Ameri-

can homes. And the late 1950's and early 60's saw television

beginning to approach such saturation. l{ass communication

had become one of the most significant and inescapable facts

of modern life.42

Also, based on the premise that "society is large and

organizedr" the idea of mass society emerged. The idea of

mass society was equated with the "consumer culture" and

such notion was of central importance for early thinking

about the medi".43 Public relations practice was constructed

on the early theories of mass communication. Corporate pub-

lic relations became largely based on the view that cleverly

designed stimuli could influence and to some degree control

membe.re of the mass eociety via the media. It was believed

that each individual or consumer would perceive mass messages

in the same general manner as his fellows; that appropriate

mass media messages would provoke a more or less uniform res-

ponse from all receivers. The media were thought to be able

Lo sway the masses to some degree toward almost any reasonable

4 2uervin
York: David

4 3rbid. 
,

Defleur, Theories of Mass Communication (New
McKay, Inc., 1956), p. 3.

p.101.
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point of view desired by the business corporations.44 It

can fairly be argued, therefore, that corporate public rela-

tions pract,ice followed an over-simplified S-R theory of

attitude change. Given this theory, the emphasis in commu-

nication was on the effectiveness of perceived messages.

The product publicity and corporate image orientation that

pervaded public relations in post-World War II era relied

upon this approach. Mass media messages designed by public

relations professionals rdere believed to be capabie of

indoctrinating the public with positive attitudes toward

business corporations and their products.

This process is schematized in the following diagram

to represent the communication process of corporate public

relations in the period under consideration.45

Mas s lvledia
Persuasive
Messages

Alter
Psychologi cal
Process in
Individuals

p. L23. Also in Vance Packard,
York: David l4cKdy, Inc., 1957).

Achieves Change
in Overt Action

Defleur claims that this "psychodynamic model" of the per-

suas-on process remains an important basic theory of mass

conununication effect. This model assumes that

The key to individual persuasion lies in modi-
fying the internal psychological structure of the
individual so that psychodynamic relationships be-
tween latent internaL process and manifest overt
behavior will lead to lcts intended by the persuader.46

44rbid. , pp. lol-r4.
45rbid., Tbid., p, 122.
46rbid. 

,
suaders (New

The Hidden Per-
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It must be noted that t,his view was generally central to all

academic cormnunication theory of that time, and it must be

remernbered that a largely classical rhetorical theory was

then the center of most academic study of communication.

Wallace Fotheringham' s general behavioral conceptualiza-

tion47 corroborates this view of communication Process in

corporate public relations between the end of World War II

and 1970. After placing persuasion as a genre of cornrnunioa-

tion, Fotheringham defines persuasion as:

...that body of effects in receivers relevant
and instrumental to source-desired goals, brought
about by a process in which messages had been a
major aLterminant of those effects.43

This definition according to Stephen Littlejohn (1978) speci-

fies several important distinguishing characteristics includ-

ing: (1) relevance of effects:, (2) instrumentality of per-

suasion; (3) the importance of messagest (4) the involvement

of choice; and (5) the personal and interPersonal nature of

persuasiott.49

By the relevance of effects he means that the occurrence

of effects in the receivers must be a relevant response to

source goals, not occurring as an interaction between the

goals of both sender and receiver. Predominant business

goals following the end of Worll War II were profit and

4Twallace C. Fotheringham, Perspectives on Persuasion
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1966)
Theories of Human Communication (Columbus: Charles E. Mer-

48rbid., p. r63.
49stephen Littlejohn ' op. cit. , p' 153.
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corporate image making. So the conception of corporate pub-

lic relations became a one-way "management f,unction designed

to increase profits through persuasive communications designed

to inf1uenc.."50 In addition to the criterion of relevancy,

persuasive effects must also be instrumental. An instrumen-

tal effect is one which is a means to a still further goal.

And the important emphasis in p.ersuasion is that messages

are instrumental in achieving the source goals. Such "means

to an endrr orientation characterized most of corporate pub-

lic relations during the period considered.

An Era of Reactive Public Relations:

The Fungtionary APproach

Based on the foregoing descripti,on of communication pro-

cess, some writers and researchers described corporate prac-

tice during this period as Functionary Public Relat,ions. Sue

BelI and Eugene BeIl (1976) define functionary public rela-

tions as a communication and middle management process which

does no! initiate policy or action, but instead simply fol-

lovs the dictates of toP management and does not enter into

advisory or decision-making roles. In such a peripheral

capacity, functionary public relations is therefore character-

ized as a collection of common-sense tasks carried out by

5o"John cooks
terly , VoI. 18 No.

the BS, " Public Relati_o_qs__9ugr-
1974):6-7

PR Without
4 (Spring,
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practitioners technically proficient in journalistic skills. 51

Also, Bell and Bell argue that public relations func-

tionaries attempt to promote a favorable image of the organi-

zation in the community on the hypothesis that if the

organization is liked, the public will continue to absorb

the organizationrs output. Such functionaries. are primarily

concerned with supplying information about the organization

to the environment and not with supplying information to the

organization about the environment. And because functionaries

do not supply feedback information, they do not function in

decision making or even advisory roles in relation to envi-

ronmental concerrr". 52

The effect of restricted information led to a reactive

or crisis orientation toward the external publics of the cor-

poration. In this approach the effectiveness of corporate

pub1icre1ationsofficersinrelatingcorporateneedsto
societal pressures and expectations lrtas severely limited.

Functionaries did not engage in surveying the corporate

environment to discern trends and development which might
.R?

have lreat impact on the corporations."- Conseguentlyl coE-

porate public reLations became a task preoccupied only with

"techniques" and was mostly reactive to temporary crisis, a

"brush fire" public relations philosophy.

Sls,r" BeIl and Eugene Bell, "Public Relations:
or Functionary?" P!lbl!q_Le_1e!io_!qs lgytej{, Vol. 2.
(Sunmer, Lg76i:a9.

52rbid., p. s2.
tr?""Ibid., p. 52.

Funct,ional
No. 2
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In this way, corporate public relations in the post-war

era could remain largely a journalistic endeavor emphasizing

mastery of publicity "techniques." The techniques, according

to w. Howard Chase (L979) were:

How to write a release, publish pamphlets and
annual reports, organize and handle meetings,
speak creditably from the platform' manage a dePart-
ment of other technicians, write communication pro-
grams or the boss's legislative testimony...this
notion of public relations gave rise to such labels
as press aient ana puUlicist.54

Thusr w€ describe public relations in the post-war years as

reactive- f unct ionary .

The foregoing is a selective picture of the functions,

the communication processes and the consequent characteris-

tics of corpoiate public relations prior to the L970's as

drawn from the historical literature about that period. The

next chapter offers a description of the business external

environment of the L|TO's which htas marked by severe social

crisis and change. The impact of this change on corporate

public relations practice is then considered. In both of

these chapters, the basic argument is that the nature of busi-

ness environment at a given time influences management philo-

sophy, tends to determine the characteristics of public rela-

tions practice, and demands a given kind of communication

process or system.

54w. Howard
Public Relations

Chase, "Public Relations and Public PolicY ,"
Journal (May, L979) : 30 -2.



CHAPTER THREE

INTERACTIVE-FUNCTIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE DECADE

OF SOCIAL CHATiIGE

1970-1980

The 1970rs marked a turning point in American business

history. Businesses were being bombarded with demands for

change by external popular movements. They required to plan

and act beyond the traditional domain of producing goods and

services; they were forced to confront the rising expecta-

tions of new social forces. So, the assumption of a stable

corporate external environment in the post-war period became

obsolete. This social instability in the L970's had signifi-

cant implications not only for business management philosophy

but for the scope and nature of corporate public relations

practice.

From the 1970's the practice of corporate public rela-

tionr became interactive or functional in response to the tur-

bulent external environment. t{hile some corporations and

public relations practitioners may still cling to the reactive

orientation, the conditions which developed during the 1970's

forced a trend toward an interactj.ve or functioqa,r public

relations which still continues today. The need for corporate

adaptation to continuous external social pressures has

changed the nature of public relations and influenced the

33
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nature of the communication processes now required.

Management Philosophy in a Turbulent Environment

The trends in public opinion and events in the socio-

political environment began to take a new turn during the

1960's. As Robert Ackerman, et al. (1976) points out:

In 1968 the business comrnunity together with
the rest of the country was shaken by uiban riots.
A society which business had shaped had gone awry

Equal Employment Opportunity legislation for
womenr ds well as minorities, became an issue with
teeth. Environmental issues were on the horizon.
The consumer movement was being launched. l

By the beginning of the 1970's, the consumer and envj.ron-

mental movements were in full bloom and the desirability of

economic arowth for its own sake was being questioned. In

addition, a tradition of popular activism had been reactivated

in America. There were two major forces that converged:

(f) the civil rights movement, followed by the Vietnam anti-

!{ar movement, and then by the co4sumer and environmental move-

ments; and (2) a general dissatisfaction among the American

people as a whole with the unresponsiveness of business and

government institutions.2 These two developments not only

created a core of activists, they also reflected a growing

demand that institutions be more responsive.

Businesses were caught up in a stream of protests; they

lR.bert w: Ackerman and Ralrmond
Egsponsiveness: TIre M
itg , L97 6) , p. vii.

A. Bauer, Corpolate_ Social
(Reston: Reston Publish-

2taid. , p. 4.
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were pressed by public Sentiments and then by legislative \

and regulatory action to respond to issues beyond their tra-

ditional economic tasks. The nature of the pressure ranged

from laws backed by enforcement agencies and vocal demonstra-

tion by special interests. As Ackerman further points out,

while the same general set of forces was affecting all insti-

tutions, the impact in the world of business $tas especially

dramatic because the historic criteria for evaluating the

performance of business had seemed to be relatively simple

and clear cut. Business enterprises in effect were being

called upon to contribute more to the quality of American

life than just supplying quantities of goods and services.3

Thus, the future survival of many contemporary businesses

became dependent on the quality of managementrs response

to the changing expectations of the public

There is overwhelming evidence that the public thouqht

that business is out of step with current social expectations

and demands. Daniel Yankelovich (Lg72) argues that the main

reasons underlying the transformation of the corporate exter-

na1 cnvironment of the 1970's were the youth or college stu-

dent movemen! and the consumer movement, and the ecology

movement.4

2
'Ibid., p. 3.
4-Daniel Yankelovich, "Business in 1970's: Decade of Cri-

sisr" Michigan Business Review (November, L9721 - In Herbert
G- ttic o. Powell, Dimensions of Ameri-
can Business (t'tew York: McGraw-Hill , L975) , pp. 3-5.
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The Youth Movements

Young people, serving as foot soldiers, formed a power-

ful and e'ffective force for mediating between various acti-

vist groups in Washington and in the country at large. They

provided a link between public discontent and the legisla-

tive pto"""".5 Corroborating the foregoing, McGuire (1970)

and Edward A. Nicholson, et al, point out that the young

rebels saw an unrestrained profit motive at the heart of

their opposition toward the business organization and its

employment of modern technologies. McGuire and Nicholson

argue that belief in the social value of the corporate pro-

fit motive has certainly been weakened by the protests of

young people.6 Such external force as the college student

movement. not only undermined the corporate image, but brought

new challenges in the management of corporate external rela-

tions.

The Consumer lvlovement

Another significant manifestation of the transformed cor-

porate external environment of the 1970's was the consumer

movement. Consumerism has been calted the "buyerts rightr" a

cause or movement which advances the rights and interests of

the consumerr or'a movement "seeking to increase the rights

5ruid., pp. 4-5,
5Jos eph w. McGui re , " Bus iness and the

California ManagemenL Review, Vol. 13 No.
. Litsche tE ,

Business Responsibi]ity an

Generation Gap, "
2, pp. 78-82. In
Willi€rm P. Anthony,
(Co1umbus : Charles
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'1

and powers of buyers in relation to sellers-"'

presentation, 19741, p. 2. As quoted from Doug
"communication Theory and the Consumer Movement,
Relations Review, Vol. 3 No. 3 (FaII, L977 ) :59.

(1972) claims the consumer movement had tremendous impact on

both the. corporations and the country as a whole. The move-

ment members took issue especially with product health, Pro-

duct safety, and truth in advertising. The chief cornplaints

were that products were overpriced in reLation to their worth

and t,hat manufacturers put profit ahead of product quality,

service and long life.8

Evidence of vitality in the consumer movement could be

found in a good number of consumer organizations:

The National Consumer League, a nonprofit
membership organization stressing the power of or-
ganized consumers to influence the economic sectori
Consumer Union, non-profit' state organization char-
tered in New York but with a Washington office;
Consumer Federation of America, 220 National State
and loca1 groups, labor unions, co-oPs and other
organizations; National Consumers League, another
umbrella organization; National Consumer Congress,
an outgrowth of the L974 meat boycott and umbrella
for smaller consumer organizations, national organi-
zaLions of non-profit community and state associa-
tions and agencies devoted to consuner information,
protectiorlr representation and service; Nader's Net-
work which includes the Consumer Federation of
America and Consumer Action for Improved Food and
Drugs, ds well as the Public Citizens groups which
support six different grouPs, the Hea1th Research
Group, Congress Watch, Capital Hill News Service
and the Public Interest Research Groupi Consumer
Action for Improved Food and Drug share office with
a consumer interest law firm, National Consumer

Tradie Fraser, "Consumerism Updater, Public Relations
Journal, Vol. 31 No. 7 (July) 225-26. In Sffi
aililSfeven L. Diamond, "Business is Adapting to Consumerismr"
Harvard Business Review (Sept.-Oct., L974) :38. Also in Pub-

f America, "Frustration Shock" (slide

Yankelovich

ltrewsom,
't Public

Bln Herbert Hicks et al., op. cit., p. 5.
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Information Center, the major consumer organization
which sponsors national conferences and serves as a
clearinghouse of information to groups across the
u.s.9 -

The veteran consumer spokesman, Ralph Nader, justifying

the foregoing consumer organizations, argues that consumer

satisfaction as the basic marketing principle around which

the firm organizes, is a myth paid homage to by business and

government in public but not in practice.l0 Caveat emptor--

"buyer be\arare"--according to Nader is still the guiding prin-

ciple of business. Nader and other consumer activists believe

the contemporary consumers have the following rights:

l. The right to safety - to be protected against
the marketing of goods that are hazardous to
health or life

The right to be informed - to be protected
against fraudulent, deceitful, or grossly mis-
leading information, advertisi.g, labeling and
other practices, and to be given the facts he
needs to make an informed choice

The right to choose to be assured, wherever
possible, access to a variety of products and
services at competitive prices and in those
industries in which competitive prices are not
workable, gtovernment regulation is substituted
to assure satisfactory quality and service at
fair prices

The right to be heard - to be assured that con-
sumer interests will receive full and sympathe-
tic consideration in the formulation of govern-r r
ment treatment in its administrative tribunals.rr

2.

3.

9 poug
Movemerrt, tt

60-1.

Newsofir,
Publ ic

" Comtrnunication Theory and the Consumer
Relations Revi€wr VoI. 3 No. 3 (fa11, L9771

l ondward

llrbid. 
,

Nicholson,

p. 153.

op. cit, pp. 136-53.
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The consumerism movement not onl.y mirrored the inability of

the business corporations to discern which factors caused

consumer dissatisfaction, but also reflected a growing

national concern for the quality of life. Explicit in this

trend is a clear lack of communication interaction between

business and the consumer.12

The Ecology Movement

In the past, issues of environmental pollution were

often considered to be the special concern of a small band of

conservationists. But the L97O's marked an era of a broad

expansion of the problem. As Edward Nicholson, et al., points

out, the "ecology movement" has many advocates and they all

clamor for action. They believe that action how to clean up

the environment, or at least substantialJ-y reduce the rate of

pollution, .is the only way to save the national habitat from

destruction.13 Estimates are that in LgTL there were over

3r100 environmental organizations in the United States, and

membership in the five largest national organizations increased

by 33 percent during the L97O-7L fiscal year to a total mem-

bershr;r of 1.6 million.14 Daniel Yankelovich (Lgl2) claims

eight of ten people strongly favored rigorous anti-pollution

controls, particularly of air and water pollution. Among

other things they are willing to fine polluter".15

L2ooug Newsom, op. cit.
l3naward Nicholson, op.

I4rbid,, p. 79.

15rn Hicks, et aI., op.

, p. 61.

cit. , p. 79

cit. , p. 5.
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Priorities appear to be shifting and the public
may be more willing than in the past to pay the
cost of achieving a cleaner environment. At least
it is willing to support more stringent control of
industrial pollution, perhaps out of a mistaken
belief that. when industry is required. to pay for
pollution abatement, the general public incurs no
cost. Regardless of the reason, there appears to
be increasing support for th€ ecology movement
and a greater willingness to blame lhe business
commuttity for the present prob1ems.16

S. Prakash Sethi (L977) reports that surveys conducted by

Opinion Research Corporation in Lg72 show that the public's

business and approval of its actions was at its low-

the early 1960 's. For example , in 19 7 2 ,

o r u.,, ii: :::'"1:1!fillu"5 r.tfi "ni:Bi: "nifi "inl3'n:gl 
" 
i""

ernment should limit profits and two-thirds thought
industry was doing very little about air and water
pollution and more than threg fourths thought that
consumer laws are necessary.IT

Such public antipathy toward business had come to require that

business corporations accommodate the demands of the social

pressure groups in order to grow and survive.lS

In sum, the social movements of the 1970's can be summar-

ized as follows: Minority groups, demanding greater social

and economic opportunities; student groups, tying many of

America's oldest and most enduring academic institutions in

knots over many and diverse issues, and confronting industry

as a recruiter of graduates with real resistance; the women,

I6gdward Nicholson, op. cit. r pp. 114-15.

17s. Prakash Sethi, Advocacf idvqrtisi4 and Large Cor-
porations (Lexington: f,e

18rbid. , p. 58.
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with their strongly held views on women's liberation, demand-

ing more equality in jobsr PaY and careers; the ecologists'

concerned with bettering the natural environment and with

changing industry's role in affecting the environment; the

whole consumerism movement associated with Ralph Nader and

others, demanding business changes on many fronts.19

The Impact bf Social Chanqe on the gusiness

The term t'corporate autonomy" will be used here to refer

to the relative freedom for corporate decision making inde-

pendent of external influence. The assumption of high auto-

nomy reflects the traditional "two-sided" approach to business

management (prolections of economic trends and technological

forecasting independent of social, public or government inter-

ference) . High autonomy.obviously requires that business

exists in a stable, "placid" environment and could therefore

exclude external social forces in the decision-making mix.

with that notion, the maximization of profit and keeping

business out of social issues becomes the basic rul-e and

vision of corporate management.

But high corporate autonomy became obsolete under the

undeniable social pressures in the corporate external envi-

ronment of the 1970's and beyond. The social pressure fac-

tor became a significant element in corporate managerial

lgnaward Nicholson, op. cit., p. 5.
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decision making and eroded much of the earlier corporate

autonomy.

William Dilt (1958) studied two Norwegian firms to show

how the autonomy of managerial personnel may be diminished

by the structure of the environment. Di1}'s findings were

that the degree of autonomy that a manager has in formulat-

ing corporate policy is a function of the force of inputs

from the external environment.20 Such inputs usually take

the form of goals suggested or specified for management by

public gtonp".2I Virgil Day remarks that:

The typical corporation now finds itself the
focal poinl- for a bewi.ldering number of external
forces that impact on it from every angle. The
Iarger the company, the more likely it is to be
true , fot the bigger target will be hit qtqre fre-
quent.ly and probiUfy with greater fotce-22

Herein lies the new challenges for the contemporary corporate

pubtic relations manager. It is th.isvolatil-e and "turbulent"

corporate external environment of the 1970's which has

required a re-evaluation of the traditional mode of corporate

public relations so that corporations can better respond and

adapt to their changing external environment.

George Steiner (1970) in summarizing a list of 70 probable

events for the 1970's and 1980's, states:

20wi11i"m R. Dill, "Environment as Influence on Mana-
gerial Autonomyr" Administrativg_Science Quarterly 2 (March,
1958) :409-43.

21rbid. , p. 4r2.
))"VLrgLI Day, op. cit. As quoted from Nicholson' et aI. 'op. cit., p. 378.
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In the business world, there will be an impor-
. tant shift in emphasis from concentration on pro-

duction to strategy in relating the business to
its environment.zJ

Our ability to conceptualize the relationship of the business

corporation to its external environment has been enhanced by

researchers who have applied systems theory to organizations.

A good example is S. Terreberryrs research on "the evolution

of organizational environments," Terreberry cites evidence

for the growing interdependence of organizations and discus-

ses the proposition that internal change is increasingly

externally induced.24

According to Lynn Peters (1968), the dominant mode of

carrying on the activities of contemporary society is through

the complex organization. It follows, then, that the organi-

zation manager takes on a special responsibility in the social

system. To perform adequately he must be continuously sensi-

tive to all the external changes that can affect his organi-

zation.25

Thompson and McEwen (1958) and Peters (1968) examine

the "goal" relationship between the larger society and t,he

organ.r.zation. Both emphasize the fact that society measures

27,-"George Steiner, "Seventy Probable Major Domestic, On-
Itlilitary Trends and Events in 1980 and Beyoild," In the W.A.
Schmidt (ed. ) , Organizational Functions and Human Va1ues
(Wadsworth) . A .
Bennis (ed. ) , The Management of Change and Conflict (Balti-
more: Penguin Books, L972, , p. I39.

24rn John M. Thomas and l{arren Bennis (ed. } , The Manage-
ment of Change and Conflict (Baltimore: Penguin Booif3lTZ),
p. 139.

,(o-Lynn Peters, Management and Society (gelmont: Dicken-
son, 1968), p. 3.



the acceptability of organizational goals in terms of their

perceived effect on the functioning of the total system of

which they are a part. organizational goals therefore become

an operational subset of the goals of the society and must

be devised, interpreted and implemented within the constraints

of thaL external environm"rrt.26 Thus, society is not an

adjunct of the business organization to be considered only

peripherally. t'lanagers' as the operators of social institu-

tions, must formulate goals and goal-seeking behavior in such

a manner as to legitimize their organizations within the con-

text of their social environment. Not to do so ensures the

failure of both the manager and his organLzaEIon.2T

A profound implication of this view for the business cor-

poration is that management must Constantly bear in mind that

it does not face one neat package of internal problems relat-

ing to organizational success. He must deal with a complex

set of questions that unavoidably involve the interaction of

the business institution and the environmental system that is

the medium for all business activity. To focus on the inter-

nal issues of efficiency and profit without regard for the

impact of the organization on its external environment and the

business role in society is to be an incompetent manager.2S

26lames ThomPson and wi:-liam J.
Goals and Environmental Goal-Setting
The American Sociological Revigw, Vol

op.

""onn Peters, oP. cit-, P- 4-

2gtbid., p. z.

McEw€[t, " Organ Lzational
as an Interaction Process r

. 23 No. I (FebruatY ,
cit. , pp. 3-5.
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For corporate management philosophy in the years ahead'

two important implications are discernible.

1. The internal structure and functioning of a cor-
poration cannot be viewed in isolation from the
external environment of which it is a part;

2. There exists a limited but real possibility of
helping to shape the course and character of
the external environment--or at least that part

. of the environment that has both impact and rele-
vance fqr business--rather than merely reacting
to i8.29

Therefore, to effectively manage contemporary external pres-

sures, management now adds to the traditional two-sided

approach to business planning (projections of economic trends

and technological forecasting), two further dimensions--

social and political accountabilit,y: It seems it is with such

an "ear1y warning system" operating on all fOur sides--socia},

political, economic and technological--that there can be a

reasonable expectation of increased predictability in making

business plans, and an increased confidence in the social

responsibility of business corporations

For corporate public relations, important implications

are also discernible. The changing and "turbulent" corpor-

ate external environment of the 1970's undoubtedly brought

new challenges for public relations. It is this condition

that underlies the summons, from both academic researchers and

public relations professionals, calling for the re-evaluation

of the traditional "reactive" mode of public relations prac-

tice. Such re-evaluation means the inclusion of the public

29tn Nichorson, et al., op. cit., p. 37g.
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relations practitioners in day-to-day decision making. Their

role would go beyond the traditional proficiency in journal-

istic sl<ilIs to include proficiency in issue management.

The task of the public relations practitioner has become the

management of an "interactive" relationship between the corpor-

ation and all its publics on a continuous basis.

The Practice of Corporate Publi,c Relations in the

Dgcade of Change

Lg70-1980

The realities of a fluid and volatile external environ-

ment for corporations in the late 1960rs to 1970's has

clearly begun to influence the role of corporate public rela-
tions. The recent literature both in the trade and the aca-

demic writing on corporate public relations reveals a funda-

mental redefinition of the role of public relations. The

literature recognizes the need for a re-evaluation of the

traditional mode of corporate public relations practice.

The rationale for re-evaluation in the literature is mostly

bascd on the fact that business corporations of all sizes and

types face the challenge of operating in a social setting
that is increasingly complex and political. It argues that
the manner in which the corporations respond to this social
complexity is fundamental to their institutional legitimacy

and their business survival. In Chapter Two, the main char-

acteristics of the practice of public relations in the stable

environment of the post-war period was described. In many
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(if not most) large corporations that description is still

accurate to their current practice. But the need for seri-

ous change in that practice has been increasingly demanded,

and companies have done so. For corporate public relations,

professionals and researchers see the social complexity of

the current business environment as directly affecting the

role of public relations and its position in the corporate

structure. Out of a plethora of such proposals for re-evalu-

ation of its ro1e, the following seems a fair sunmary of the

salient ideas in them.

Public Relations Professionals Call for Re-Evaluation of RoIe

Recognizing that business corporations are inundated by

protest movements--consumerism, environmentalism and others--

John W. Hill (1976) observed that public relations has

reached a crucial point and it is time to rethink its func-

tions and potentials.30 HiIl suggests the following role for

corporate public relations: First, a revised philosophy, a

ne!./ concept of external relations based on social issues.

Second, :t E€-structuring of the publtc relations role so that

thc head of the department will rank with the heads of the

other key functions such as production, marketing and finance.

They would participate in management policy discussions and

on matters affecting the possible public consequences of

business decisions. They would be expected both to inform

3OJohn w. HlII, "The World of Tomorro\^rr" Public Relations
Journal, Vol. 32 No. 10 (October, L976):14. Affi
F-iltrCorporations-The Sitting Ducks, " Public Relations
Quarterly, Vol. 22 No. 2 (Summer, L977):ffi
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and explain management decisions to the public, and to bring

the public's views and expectations to management.3l

John Schlater, €t aI. (Lglt+) points out that tradition-

ally, business has conceived its role as providing the pub-

Iic with a range of services or goods. The objectives were

to produce quality products, to make profits for the owners

of the corporation, and to provide healthy work environments

and incomes for employees. To the extent that business today

impinges upon a broader range of publics, the traditional

view of business responsibility must be altered. Consequently

one would also anticipate an expanded role for corporate

public relations in the management of corporate external rela-
?j

tions. -- This development necessitates a two-way flow of

communication instead of the one-way flow which typically

came from the marketing-oriented public relations department.

Public relations should therefore develop an intelligence sys-

tem t,o monitor its crucial environment. This should be an

ongoing process which continually filters input into the

organization.33 Above all, Schlater stresses that if public

relacions is to be responsible for knowing its publics and

monitoring their activities, thoughts, and impressions' then

public relations should assume a more influential role in the

3lJohn w. Hill (Lg77:, , p. 10.

32John Schlater and Donald w. Jackson , Jr., "An Expanded
View of Public Relations," Public Relations Quarterly, Vol. 19
No. I (Summer, 19 74) z7-I1

33rbid., pp. 7-10.
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establishment of top-level corPorate policy. Thus, instead

of the public relations department merely reacting to cor-

porate decisions on public crises, it should assume a role

in the actj-ve initiating of policy.34

Charles H. Prout {o976) regards the turbulent socio-

political climate that business institutions have recently

confronted as necessitating substantial change in the func-

tion of public relatiorr".35 He proposed the elevation of

the public relations role based on the following principles:

1. Academic backgrounds in history, political sci-
ance, law, business administration and economics
should be found increasingly €rmong top public
relations executives, with declining emphasis on
training in journalism as a primary qualifica-
tion.

2. The publicity function should be delegated
increasingly to marketing groups within oper-
ating divisions. Corporate public relations
while maintaining a residual public informa-
tion capability to deal with corporate dis-
closure and publicity requirement, should be
increasingly focused on public po1igV forma-
tion and public issues management.ro

Corroborating the foregoing, W. Howard Chase (L977) and

Leo J. Northart (Lg77) argue that the future thrust of cor-

pora'3e public relations should be on issues management. That

is, coverage of those issues, trends and developments that

shape the organization's destiny and the practitioners'

34rbid., pi

3 5crrarres H .
Public Relations '22-4.

3urbid. r p.

10.

Prout, "Organi zLng for the Golden Age of
'r Pub1ig Relatigrns Qugrrterly ( Summer , 197 6) z

24.
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Northart sees political ' economic, €Dvi--

The New
pp . 25-6.

Common
10, p. 8.

ronmentalist, consumerist and othersocial issues as the "pre-

vailing winds that f i.11 the sails of orqanizational vessel.s. "3B

Therefore, for survival's sake' corporations must recognize,

understand and deal with these winds as they can unquestion-

ably affect, if not determine, the course of the corporation.

He thinks those problems generated by social issues belong to

the realm of corporate public relations. They require people

who can identify and measure the external and internal pres-

sures and then counsel and advise management. Such public

relations managers will not only have mastered the communi-

cation skills, they should be aware of the issues and ways of

managing them.39

Melvin Anshen (1974) and Scott M. Cutlip (1975) agree

that the concept of social responsibilitya0 cannot fail to

introduce new approaches to,business making and substantially

modify the way business is conducted. And the corporate

public relations manager has a key role to play in these

37w. Howard Chase, "Public Issue Management:
Scjence," Public Relations Journal, Vol. 33 No. 10,
Also in f,e nagement: PR's
Denominatorr" Public Relations Journal, Vol. 33 No.

3 8l,eo J. Northart , p. 8 .

39rbid. , p. g.
,rrl
"conceptually, SociaI Responsibility of business refers

to "the businessmants decision and actions taken for reasons
at least partially_beyond the firmrs direct economic or tech-
nical interest. ,zKeit,h Davis: Califor ,
Le6o7.
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changes--d. new and enla rged ro1e. 41 But these modifications

in decision making and more responsible public relations per-

formance can only be initiated by top management. Cutlip

argues that a group of persons increasingly insulated from

public opinion by the highly specialized'pyramidal organiza-

tion is inadequate to cope with the expanded range of its

activiti"=.42 So, effective implementation of socially res-

ponsible strategies and programs will require top leve1 leader-

ship for input of information ideas, and strategies. This

top level leadership, Cutlip argues, should be controlled by

a qidely knowledgeable corporate public relations manager

who sees his new role as that of correctly assessing the

changing environment, of keeping management sensitive to

changing public views and goals, and counseling management

in ways of coping with the environment in a manner that

serves both the interest of the corporation and the public.

Thus, the corporate public relations function in the socially

responsible corporation must undergo an important expansio.t.43

Though these proposals for re-evaluation come from public

rela'-ions professionals and researchers, the Chief Executive

oificers of major American business corporations and top

rnanagement officers of all kinds also concur.

41t,t"1.rin Anshen, review of Managing the Socially Responsi-
ble Corporation, by Scott M. Cutlip, in Public Relations
Review (Summer, L97 5) r63.

42scott M. Cutlip, op. cit., p. 63.
a?'-Ibid., p. 53.
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Tcip Management _Off icers CalI for Re

The Chief Executive Officers of major American business

l{akrianes (fgB0) pointscorporations recogni ze as James K.

out, that the

...dramatic changes in the business environment
over the past decade have forced the need for a new
l:ind of executive.44

Top management now realizes that the most intractable problems

facing most large business corPorations today are external to

the company. Makrianes says the hitherto inward-directed

manager--working almost totally within the traditional bounds

of the office, board room or manufacturing plant--is changing

with the times.45 As Wiltiam Agee (f978) also points out,

Chief Executive Officers are becoming aware of
how the public views their role. As a result, they
are more concerned about, and appreciate,,gf , good,
comprehensive public relations programs- *o

ThuS, what was onge ScOrned as "press agentry" and "flackery"

and dismissed as a peripheral function of management has

become a more consequential endeavor worthy of serious atten-

tion by senior management.

In a special report in Business Week (January 22, L979)

on thu bigger role for public relations, Edmund T. Pratt, Jr.,

Chairman of Pflzer, Inc., acknowledges that corporate public

relations used to be mainly how to get information into the

media without having to pay for it. The aim was to get the

4 4James K. Makrianes r Jr . , " External Relations and the
(trlarch, 1980):34-5.Chief Executiv€, " Public Relations Journal

45rbid., p. 34.

4 6tnli l liam Agee , "The Role
Relations Journal (Septemb€r r

of PubIic
1978) :53.

Relations, " Public
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corporate name around, to get publicity for a new product

and build a corporate reputation. But now, Pratt claims,

the essence of corporate public relations is much more

sophisticated attempts to interact with the pubtic and with

government on issues of greater subtlety in quite different
tt-

ways. ' '

Several other outstanding leaders of major American busi-

ness corporations also view corporate public relations today

as a broad basic policy function upon which the well-being

of their institution depends on an increasingly complex and

changing society.4S William S. Beinicke, Chairman and Chief

Executive Officer, the Sperry and Hutchinson Compdny, notes

that:

An institution's public relations cannot in any
literal sense be handled by a staff person no mat-
ter how able he or she may be, but must be regarded
as a corporate-wide respoirsibility. 49

The implication here is that public relations as a staff func-

tion must operate in conjunction with all other major func-

tional units in the decision-making mix. The staff function

is only a support system to the line function--which formu-

lat:s corporate policies and ensures achievement of corporate

goaIs. In this relationship to line position, public rela-

tions are right in the heart of corporate decision making.

47 e Special Report in
p. 48.

4Sedrard L. Bernays (ed .) ,
ficance of Public Relations, "(rall, L97 9) : 5-I8.

Business Week, January 22 , L97 9 ,

"Leaders Appraise Social Signi-
P-ub Ii c Relttions Quartqrly

49rbid.r p. 6.
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Thomas A. Murphy, Board Chairman of the General l'lotors

Corporation, says:

Public relations is not the private sanctuary of
a staff of specialists, but as a priority concern
for all of General Motors management. It is, and
will continue to be, a team effort designed to
create understanding among our various fub1ics.5l
David P. Reyno1ds, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,

Reynolds Metal Company, recognizes that:

...today's society is shaped by the interac-
tions of countless institutions, organizations and
groups--economic, political, professional and
ideological. Maintaining communication and a rea-
sonably harmonious relationship among these groups
and between each of them and p[e public at large is
vital to the public interest. f,z

rn this pluralistic mix, Reynolds argues, public relations is

one of the few effective forces dedicated to the ideals of

mutual understanding, acceptance, reconciliation and coopera-

tion in the common interest. Public relations in the Reynolds

Metals Company aims at bringing together disparate social

elcments such as business, environmentalists, consumerists,

as well as individuals into a common understanding and most

importantly joint and rewarding action.53 This view most

Sorbid. r p. rl.
5lrbid. , p. lr.
q,)'-Tbid., p. 9.
(?
'-rbid., p. g.

Never before has the public relations task been
as challenging as it is today...public relation5
must be constantly alert to the pressures of change
in today's climate of increasing technology, social
and-economic conflicts and shifts in public opinion

50
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cogently argues the need for an "interactive" rather than a

"reactive" approach to public relations.

Ahna T'riner, Vicc President, Arthur D. I'ittle, Inc.,

notes that:
...pubIic relations as practiced in some cor-

pnrations and institutions has played a vital role
in establishing a beneficial equilibrium between
the requirements of society and the operations of
economic instruments. In those instances, public
relations has proved its ability to facilitate
productive adaptation to change, whether technolo-
gical, economic or social.sq

John J. Riccardo, Chairman, Chrysler Corporation, admits

that:
Public relations has progressed to a higher

plateau, concerned wifh anticipating the emerging
issues and working with other members of manage-
ment to create programs-of action which are prompt'
effective and enduring. 55

Issue management has become the critical function of the

corporate public relations. 56 Issue management , according to

W. Howard Chase (1977) involves the following comPonents:

Issue identification
Issue analysis

Issue priority setting

Task force issue management.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Each stage of the process can pg described and char-
ted with the results measured.-'

54rbid., p.
55rbid. I p.

56rbid., p.

57w. Howard

9.

9.

50.

Chase, op. cit. , p. 26
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Chase claims the new science of public issue management

derives strength from public relations, and from each of its

various tangents--public affairs, communications, etc.

Skills represented by all of them are vital to the measure-

ment science of public policy and public issue management.5E

Loet A. Velmans, President of Hill and Knowlton, the

United States' largest public relations agency, says:

In response to the external pressures, the cor-
poration is being forced to become...more conscious
of using communication in all its diyerse forms as
a tool Lo accomplish its objectiv"=.59

Pub1ic relations under the circumstance becomes a dynamic,

rational process approach to solving organizational communi-

cation problems. Corporate public relations managers now

strive to give an intellectual substance to what they do,

especially in long-range planning.

A profound implicati-on of the foregoing account is that

traditional satisfaction with press clippings alone no longer

constitutes adequate practice of public relations. And no

longer is the field limited and equated with media relations,

product publicity and promotion. As the public relations

fur,ction in large business corporations grows more important

and complex, practitioners will gain stature in the hierarchy,

more access to top management and far more influence on cor-

porate decision-making and planning .

Corporate public relations practice

has come to be called functional rather

in t,hi s new manner

than tungt.igBry.

58rbid. , p. 26 .

59tn the Special Report, Business We€k, op. cit. , p. 47 .
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A recent article by BelI and ge1160 distinguishes between

the two terms as follows:

Functionary Public Relations: Public relations
does e functionary mode.
Public relations follows the dictates of management
and does not aspire to advisory or decision-making
ro1es. The functionary mode is characterized as a
collection of common-sense tasks carried out by
practitioners technically proficient in journalis-
tic skills. Public relations functionaries
attempt to preserve and promote a favorable image
of the organization in the community on the hypo-
thesis that if the organization is liked, the public
will come to absorb the organiz8tionrs output. Such
functionaries are only concerned with supplying
information to the organization about the environ-
ment. Because functionaries do not supply feedback
information, they do not function in decision-mak-
ing or even in advisory roles in relation to envi-
ronmental concerns. This one-dimensional conununi-
cations activity implieg,a narrow perception of
gate-keeping functions. or

Functional Public Relations: In the functional
mode otential to act in
an advisory capacity and to have impact on decision
making. This potential in turn leads him to have
some control over his own domain in times of cri-
sis. By that fact, public relations has the capa-
city to function as a sensing device and capable of
preventing many potential crisis situations. If
observations of external and internal environments
indicate that a policy or practice is detrimental
to the best interest of the organization, manage-
ment can be encouraged to adjust. oz

At the time of their writing, Bell and Bell noted the

absence of current available research to support the trend

toward functional public relations in large business corpora-

tions. In a follow-up research to discern functional

6osue H.
Functional or
No . 2 (Summer,

6rrbid. 
,

62tbid. 
,

BelI and Eugene
Functionary? "

L97 6) z 47 -57 .

pp. 5 L-2 .

p. 53.

C. Bel1, "Public Relations :
Public Relations Review, VoI. 2
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public relations, Richard W. Skinner and William L. Shanklin

(1978) provide current research which support the trend tow-

ard functional public relations in large business corpora-

tions.63 Based upon a mail 
",rt.r"y64 

of "Fortune 500" compan-

ies, Skinner and Shbnklin report the responses of one hundred

thirty-nine public relations practitioners concerning their

opinion of the status and direction of corporate public rela-

tions in major American firms. On the question of whether

the public relations function in the respective corporations

has changed, the answers were 27% yes and 3396 no. Three kinds

of replies were evoked by this question.

63ni"hatd I^I. Skinner and t{illiam L. Shanklin, "The Chang-
ReIa-ing Role of Public Relations in Business Forms," Pqblic

tions Review, Vol. 4 No. 4 (Summer, 1978):40-5.
64survey Desj-gn. Public relations officials in 50O lar-

gest corpora€ions In the United States (Fortune 500 companies)
were surveyed by mail. The purpose was to ascertain their
impressions of the changing role and scope of public relations
in giant business organizations. one hundred thirty-nine
replies were received from the initial mailing and single fol-
low-up reminder. Sixty-six responses came from individuals
in companies primarily engaged in the manufacture and market-
ing of consumer products. Seventy-three responses lrtere from
public relations executives in firms principally involved in
the production and selling of industrial goods. There were
no perceptible differences in the gist of the answers given
by each set of respondents to the survey questions. Open-
end type questions were used in the surveyr Els it was felt
that the kinds of information sought could not be communica-
ted thoroughly via forced-choice answers. The use of free-
answer questions and the 28f response rate do not permit sta-
tistical inferences regarding how all corporate public rela-
tions practitioners in Fortune 500 companies feel about the
t,opics covered by the survey. The answers are enlightening,
and probably representative, because they represent the
opinions of some of the top echelon public relations prac-
titioners in premier American corporations, Ibid., p. 41.
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First, that public relations has increasingly
taken on a public affairs thrust. Others use pub-
lic affairs to encompass relations between the
company and such organizations and groups as gov-
ernment, environmentalist and consumerist. In
addition to their traditional communication ro1e,
public relations practitioners now have the bulk
of the responsibility for corporate intelligence
gathering and interpretation. Third, because of
the increasingly vital role fulfilled by indivi-
duals in corporate public relations they have gen-
erally been elevated in stature within the companYrc
and more involved in decision-making and planning."-

Functional-fnteractive Public Relations as a

Communication Process

The remainder of this chapter offers a view of functional

public relations from the perspective of communication con-

cepts; it tries to see the practice of public relations as a

complex communication process. Functional public relations

is fundamentally a dynamic or process approach to adapting

the business corporation to its external environment through

some communication system. It is a process of continuous

interaction between the various elements of the corporationrs

internal structure and all the various external publics to

whcn it must relate. By examining this process of adaPtation

with current communication theory.

its direct relationship

More directly, " functional-

speci fic appl ication of

and interactiorl r we can establish

interactive" public relations j-s a

the systems approach to organizational communication.

65rbid.r p. q2.
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The critical concept of communication

t iorr r and it is es sentia I at thi s j uncture

here is interac-

to draw a distinc-

tion between interaction as an approach to contemporary

public relations and the earlier reactive communication con-

cepts described in ChaPter Two.

The stimulus-response model and persuasion are the com-

munication concepts upon which public relations htas largely

based in the post-IrTorld War II era. Under this linear model,

communication in corporate public relations was largely Prac-

ticed in terms of determining the purposes of the source, of

the design of messages, and the prediction of their effects

on receivers. This process rested upon the principles of

persuasion via mass media messages. The objective was the

building of the corporate image and publicity for the corpora-

tion's products and services. The emphasis in public rela-

tions practice was on the "journalistic" skills of writing

messages--messages that can influence and bring about pre-

determined effects. Communication was littIe more than a set

of persuasive tools for a reactive process of public relations-

Such d view of public relations seemed appropriate to the cor-

porate external environment of the post-World War II era which

was stable, "placidr" and perhaps static.

The emergence of a changing corporate external environ-

ment in the most recent years clearly led to the concept of

interaction as the basic communication process in the new

public relations.
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Interaction necessitates a conception of the corporation

not bnly as an economic entity but as a social subsystem in

continuous and dynamic process of interaction with society

as its contextual system. Process and dynamism form the core

of interaction. Thus, dtrY attempt to explain public rela-

tions from the perspective of interaction imply process'

dynamism, and continuous interaction between the corporation

and its various publics concerning the emerging social

issues that arise from change. In this way public relations

could no longer operate in terms of a one-way mass persua-

sion program. It must utilize all the modes of interaction

in mutually participating networks. According to James Post

(1980):

It is an interactive approach which recognj-zes
that corporate goals and public Aoals are both
changing though not at the same rate nor even in
the same direction. Rather thanwait for new pub-
lic goals to fully develop and then react to or
manipulate the political system to thwart any
change, a number of firms have devised an approach
that is aimed at keeping the gap between emerging
public aoals and emerging corporate goals narrow'
when consistently applied over time, dll interac-
tive approach tends to produce public aoals-tha!'
the company can live with-and corporate goals that
the public can life with. oo

In this context, functional public relations reflects the

assumption that the environment is in rapid and continuous

change; hence the necessity for the principle of interaction'

Contemporary business corporations are Seen as social systems

in simultaneous, dynamic and continuous interaction with

66J.*"s post, ,'SMR Forum: The Corporation in the Pub-
lic Po1icy Process - A View Toward the 1980'sr" Sloan lvlanage-
ment Review, VoI. 2l No. I (FaIl , 1979) 247 -
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their external environment in a wide variety of communica-

tion situations and forms.

Kenneth Sereno et al: (1970) point out that the notion

of interaction entails the idea of interdependence as "a

process of having mutuality, shared activity..."67 The cor-

porate public relations j.n today's era of growing and chang-

ing social expectations requires the careful interpretation

and understanding of these expectations. Meaningful corpor-

ate-public interaction is based on interdependence of expec-

tations. David K. Berlo (1960) says:

The concept of expectations is crucial to human
communication-... All human communication involves
predictions by the source and receivers about how
otfrer people will respond to a message... Ih"
development of expectations of the receiver by the
source has its counterpart in the developmep[ of
expectations of the source by the receiver. ""

Thus, corporations and social pressure groups are simultane-

ously and continuously engaged in the development of expecta-

tions about the other. Therefore, under the notion of

interaction, the corporation and the pubtic do more than act

and react. They engage in an ongoing empathic interaction'

baseJ on perceived exPectations

A notable extension of this interaction process is the

importance of social context as determinants of communication

outcomes. In this contextr €tS Dean C. Barmlund points out:

6Txenneth K. Sereno and
of Communication Theory (New

C. Advid Mortensen' Foundations
York: Harper and no

p. I78.
6SOavid f. Berlo, The Process of Communication (New

York: Holt, Rinehart a .
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Evolution of meaning is dynamic, continuous,
circular. . .irreversible and exceedingly complex.
Meaning is not simply a given or a constant to be
assumed. It is rather created or is invented by
communicators along with environmental cues of
time and space.69

Thus, in explaining functional public relations from

the perspective of interaction, it should be recognized that

the social pressure forces in the corporate external environ-

ment are not simply inactive and passive recipients of a media

messagle. Given that fact, Davison (1959) points out:

The communicator's audience is not a passive
reci.pient--it cannot be regarded as a lump of clay'
to be molded by the master propagandist. Rather,
the audience is made up of individuals who demand
something from the communications to which they are
exposed, and who select those that are likely to be
useful to them. In other words, they must get
something from them. A bargain is involved. Some-
times, it is true, the manipulator is able to lead
his audience into a bad bargain by emphasizing one
need at the expense of another or by representing
a change in the significant environment as greater
than it actually has been. But audiences' too,
can drive a hard bargain. Many communicators who
have been widely disregarded or misunderstood know
that to their cost.'u

Therefore, professional cornrnunicators corporate public

relations managers are actingf more and more to foster rela-

tionsh'i.ps to help corporations better interact with changing

society. Roger M. DrAprix (L977 ) claims, "The communicatj-on

69oean c. Barlund, "A Transactional Mode1 of communica-
tion," in Kenneth K. Sereno and C. David l'lortensen, Founda-
tions of Communication Theggg (New York: Harper and Row'

70w. philips Davison, "on the Effect of Communicationr"
Public Opinion Quarterly 23 (1959:360. As quoted from Sidney

ass Communication on
Political Behavior luniv
@rez8)-.zss.
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busj-ness will more and more become the business of fostering

relationships.uTl Few corporationsr ds Allen Center (1978)

says,

...can afford to be a self-contained world
deliberately walled off, like Disneyland, from
external realities. The dynamics of adaptation
to change, out::each, and interaction with other
1:ursuits are tenets of survival for the business
manaser. rhere can ue ;;-;;;;;ti""" or in.munity.72

A working device for interactive-functional public rela-

tions based on the principles of corporate-public interaction

on issues is offered by Glen Broom (L977). Broom's framework

not only highlights the new dimension of public relations but

enhances understanding of the dynamic process of interaction

between the corporation and the public on emerging issues.

Calling it the coorientational framework, Glen Broom says the

operation of such interaction is a strategy for assessing the

extent to which there is a "consensus of understanding" between

a corporation and its publics on issues of mutual interest."73

Broom argues that public relations practitioners tradition-

aIly used public opinion surveys to measure the effectiveness

of their programs. The more the public agreed with the organ-

izationrs point of view, according to the traditional approach,

'7 'l'*Roger DtAprix, "Business and Society--Friends or
Foes?" Journal of Organizatiorial Communication 3 (1977)t26.

'1 )'-Allen H. Center, "F'oundation Lecture: Public Rela-
tions, Stubborn opportunityr" Public Relations Review, VoI. 4
No. 1 (Spring, L9781 t4.

??'-Glen M. Broom, "Coorientational Measurement of Public
Issues," Public Relations Review, VoI. 3 No. 4 (Winter, L977)
1I0-19.
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the more successful the program had been. He argues, however,

that such public opinion surveys do not provide a1l the infor-

mation needed to adequately describe corporate-public rela-

tionships on issues of mutual concern. He introduces the

coorientational approach to measurement, which he says Pro-

vides additional indicators of public relations effect.74

These indicators include mutual understanding, accuracy,

and geg,ruency., in addition to the traditional objective of

agreement. It is assumed that public opinion and behavior

are determined in part by varying perceptions of the issue.

The additional assumption is made that if corporate and pub-

lic definitions of an issue are more similar, public opinion

and behavior related to the issue witl be consistent with

corporate needs and corporate views of what is in the public

interest. T5

In this corporats--public definitional--agreement

approach, functional public relations becomes, on the one

hand, a process of measuring, ana3-yzitg, and influencing

public opinion and on the other hand, becomes a process of

builCing relationships, mutual relations, reciprocal under-

standing and consensus in the social system composed of cor-

porations and external social pressure groups. In short, it

is a view of public relations based on contemporary organiza-

tional communication theory

7U' ' rbid. ,

7q,' -Tbid. I

lI0.

111 .

p.

p.
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Broom claims coorientation of corporate-public under-

standing of an issue requires collecting data to ansbter four

questions:

I. llow does corporate management define the issue?

2. How does corporate management think Public A
defines the issue?

3. How does Pub1ic A define the issue?

4. How does Public A think corporate management
defines the issue?76

The answers to these four questions are the four measures

represented by the boxes in Figure 1.

FIGURE CORPORATE-PUBLIC CONSENSUS OF
UNDERSTANDING MODELTT

Mutual---
Undef-
stand-

ing

Accuracy
'/' 

-t-.

The consensus of understanding model includes three types of

variables:

1. Mutual Un@!err5!!ng. representing the extent to
efinition of the issue is

7 6tbid. 
r

" "len 
M.

Issues, t' Public

p. 114.

Bloom r " Coorientational
Relations Review, VoI.

Measurement of Public
3 No. 4 '(Winter , L97 7 )

Corporate Def init,ion of
Issue

A Public's Definition
of Issue

Congruency Congruency

115 .
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similar to a public definition of the same issue
(agreement-diiagreement on the definition of the
issue)

2. Congruency representing the extent to which one
group-E-Gfinition of the issue is similar to
its estimate of the other group's definition
(perceived agreement-disagreement on the defini-
tion of the issue)

3. Accuracy representing the extent to which one
group€estimate of the other's definition is
iimilag^to the otherrs actual definition of the
issue. /u

Mutual understanding and the two accuracy variables des-

cribe relationships between a corporation and one of its pub-

lics on a given issue at some particular time. In coorienta-

tional measurement, these variables are derived from the data

collected by and available to the observer only. Congruency,

on the other hand, represents the aggregated perceptions of

agreement-disagreement held by the members in each group.

The two congruency variables describe sets of expectations

brought to the relationship by each of the two interacting

groups, not the relationship between a corporation and a pub-

tLc.79

These coorientational variables are not independent of

each other in that a change in one means a concomitant change

in at least one other. If a public relations program makes

the members of a public group more accurate in their percep-

tions of corporate views on an issue, then congruency fOr

that public also will change. The direction of the change--

7 8 rbid. ,

7 9lbid. 
I

114-5.

115 .

p-

p.
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higher or lower congruency--depends on the degree to which

the.initial public definition of the issue was similar to

lerstanding) .80

Underscoring the foregoing, Walter Lindenmann (1979)

says:

The coorientational measurements approach out-
lined by Broom appears on the surface to be quite
applicable because it forces the public relations
practitioners to move beyond the simplistic level
of simply comparing what we, the corporation, think
about an issue to what they, the public, think.
Broom moves us to a deeper level of analysis by
having us also take into account such problems as
false consens

Eie reallY not, and
ffirance, when groups t,hink they are

disaqreeinq and actuallv they are in agreement.
Since many oF us in commercial public relations
are quite concerned at the present time about issue
analysis, this type of research find!4g has con-
siderabre applicibirity to our work.81-

Considerable space has been given here to the concept of

interaction as a process for relating a corporation to its

various pubtics because (f) it contrasts so strongly with the

reactive-persuasion basis of public relations practice in the

earlier post-war period and (2) because it also represents a

very different approach to public relations as a communica-

ticn process and (3) because in most of the available liter-

ature by academicians and professionals on public relations,

interaction has been the main theme. No real effort has been

made in this thesis to develop detailed methods for pursuing

Sorbid. r p.
8l*.rter K.

t. ions Research , "
(Spring, I 979) z28

115-6.

Lindenmann, "The Missing Link in Public Rela-
Public Relations Review, VoI. 5 No. I
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the practice of interactive-functional public relations in

the actual corporate setting. It is hoped that future

research will go on with this effort. The need here is sim-

ply to show how these two periods and practices stand on

such wholly different grounds in communication theory. It

would seem that the whole pattern of interpersonal, small

group, organizational and mass communication theory could be

rather directly applied to developing.a communication system

for interactive-functional public relations in a given cor-

poration. On the contrary, the older reactive-functional

approach depends almost completely on the narrovter base of

the older rhetorics of persuasion.

In summary, the thrust of this chapter has been to

underline the major shift that has occurred in public rela-

tions practice from the post-war period to the present time.

Corporate public relations in large business corporations has

begun a clear shift from the "ry!!ve" and the "functionary"

mode of post-World War II to the "interactive" and "functional"

mode in recent years. Functional public relations implies a

recogni-tion by business corporations that, management deci-

sions cannot be based on only economic criteria, but must

consider social criteria as well. The corporation as a social

system must remain in continuous interactive relationship with

significant groups in the larger society. It is the task of

corporate public relations to monitor the corporate external

environment, identify issues before they explode, counsel

managlement and help to adapt the corporation to a changing
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environment. Such a system of public

heavily on current communication and

cation theory in addition to an older

relations will rest

organ Lzational communi-

rhetor ic of persuas ion .
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IN

For major American business corporations hiring per-

sonnel and re-organizing public relations departments and

for university departments offering career programs in pub-

lic relatj-ons, several highly critical questions emerge

from the foregoing report of current practice in public rela-

tions. These questions result from three developments:

First, major American business corporations are facing a

growing tide of social change and a steady increase in pub-

lic pressures. The corporations for survival sake are adap-

ting to these challenges by re-examining their current pro-

cesscs for relating to their various publics. Second, these

forces of protest not only pose new challenges for corporate

public relations but have resulted in serious changes and

expansion in the perceptions of its role. Third, little

change or discussion of change seems to be taking place in

the university programs to prepare students for careers in

THE PREPARATION

COMMUNICATION

CHAPTER FOUR

OF UNDERGRADUATE

FOR PROFESSIONAL

PUBLIC RBLATIONS

Introduction

STUDENTS

CAREERS

public relations.

The questions

now be focused on

which result from these developments may

the nature of the changes needed in the

7L
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preparation of undergraduate students in public relations.

Given the growing social pressures on corPorations from the

environment and their influence on the role and position of

public relations in business corporations, what changes may

be needed in the public relations curriculun? How should

the public relations process be presented under these'condi-

tions? Where and how can universities best prePare students

for professional careers in corporate public relations? A

re-examination of the public relations curriculum in univer-

sity training programs seems indicated and such a re-examina-

tion is uniquellz important to departments of communication

studies.

But first, it

already developed

of these issues.

l_s

in

necessary to order the inferences

the preceding inquiry into the background

A Summa of findin son Public Relations

Practices S ince 1945

The main theme of the two preceding chapters has been

that the practice of public relations in business corPorations

has taken a very different direction in the last ten years

from that followed from about 1945 to L970. These two chap-

ters have tried to construct from the available literature

a description of this change and of selected changes associa-

ted with it. The validity of any proposals for possible

changes in university training programs must lie in the

strength of the conclusions concerning the change in the actual
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practice of public relations. In other words, Lf the evi-

dence seems clear that the actual Practice of public rela-

tions has been fundamentally changed, then, that surely

indicates that training programs may also need change.

Rather than to review the several summaries provided in the

foregoing pages, the following graphic display of the key

factors in this change is presented. Taken together, the

relationship of these factors constitutes the main histori-

cal hypothesis of this study and forms the basis for the

following discussion of training programs.

The main thrust of the hypothesis represented in the

chart on the foll,owing page is that all these factors to

some degree vary together, but that fundamentally, when the

environment changes radically (as it did from the late 1960's

on) then the other factors seem forced to change in turn.

the final hypothesis, not shown. on this chart, is that train-

ing programs in universities should change in emphasis just

as public relat,ions practice changes. That hypothesis can

now be explored, first by examining the content and implied

obje:tives of current university programs to prepare under-

graduates fqr entry into Professional public relations in

business, and second, by examining the shifts in emphasis

which would be required in communication training to provide

an appropriate preparation for careers in the new "interac-

tive" public relations approach. In general, the conclusion

which now seems best supported by this study is that the

typical current training program emphasizes journalistic
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skills and mass persuasion theory, and should be changed to

allow greater emphasis on "consensus making" skills and on

organizational communication theory and "external" communica-

tion from a "systems" standpoint. The following pages sum-

marize the materials on which that hypothesis is based.

Before reviewing current university programs in public

relations, it is necessary to limit and define the programs

to be studied. In general, it seems self-evident that uni-

versity preparation for most careers in business is done in

programs in "Business Administrationr" and to a lesser degree

in "Public Administration" (often in departments of Polit.ical

Science or in interdisciplinary special programs). Sti11, a

survey of catalog statements in these fields reveals almost

no specialized programs in public relations. In part, it may

be assumed, most business students receive training in mar-

keting (and adVertising) and this study is then transferred

to the pubtic relations function in corporationsi most public

relations work has been organized as part ofror related to,

marketing divisions anyway

The primary location of programs in public relations

seems to have been in Departments or Schools of Journalism,

and since about L970, many of these have re-defined themselves

as "mass communication. " Even though the basis of both adver-

tising and public relations in the past has been in rhetorical

or persuasion theory, not many speech departments seem to

offer programs specifically planned for students entering

public relations. Recently, with the sizable expansion in
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the scope of their course work, departments of communication

(sometimes, but usually not, including journalism) have

developed specific public relations programs. Since this

thesis has been prepared in such a department, the conclusions

of this study seem especially applicable and important to

departments of that kind all over the country. In short' P€t-

haps the primary usefulness of this last chapter is to clarify

the relationship of current public relations practice to the

teaching of programs of these newer department of communica-

tion.

The Contemporary Pattern of Universijy Programs

in Public Relations

The main difficulty in reporting on the current pattern

of university programs in public relations is the absence of

"hard data" of dependable generalizations on what is, in

fact, going on in these programs. The standard library ref-

erence and textbook materials on public relations have pro-

vided some indirect evidence of what is being taught, but it

is very difficult to derive a clear pattern of emphases in

the overall program from them. The periodicals, both trade

and academic journals, have been summarized but usually do

not directly discuss this matter. Some direct evidence was

developed by surveying a selected sample of program descrip-

tions in university catalogs. Some evidence has been assem-

bled by correspondence or interview with students and faculty

engaged in these programs.
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Generally, it would aPpear that at least one or more

thesis projects like this one would be required to assemble

any defensible body of data on the prevailing emphases in

current university progralns, and such a task is not practiced

within the limits of this study. Notwithstanding these dif-

ficulties, the partial evidence collected seems to lead with

almost no exceptions to the conclusions drawn below, and so

they are advanced with reasonable confidence.

of all the evidence collected, however, the most unequi-

vocal and dependable statement found was the recommendation

of the "Conunission on Public Relations Education" published in

Lg75I (welt after the "interactive" mode of public relations

had been widely discussed in the literature). This reconunend-

tion clearly confirms the views of business professionals and

academic teachers of public relations. Nearly all the evidence

collected from other sources directly follows and supports the

substance of this reco[trnendation. Therefore, it is reported

in detail.

lReport of the Commission on Public Relations Educatigq,
by J. C , in Public
Relations Review, Vol. I No. 3 (Winter, L975) 256-67. The Com-
fficRe1ationsEducationwasestab1ishedbyoffi-
cial sanction of the Public Relations Division of the Associa-
tion for Education in Journalism (AEJ) in August, L973, at the
annual meeting of the Division. Subsequently, with the con-
sent of the chairman of the Public Relations Division. The
goals of the Commission may be stated as follows: (1) to
examine the requirements for the professional practice of pub-
lic relations in the United States in business corporations,
pubtic admi.nistration, trade and professional associations,
governmental agencies and non-profit institutions and to relate
these requirements to educational standards; and Q) to issue
reconrmendations concerning the manner in which education for
public relations may be improved, not only to meet the needs
of tfre profession but also to effect ultimate improvement in
the professional practice itself.
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The Commission thinks, EIS an absolute minimum, the stu-

dent working for a degree in public relations should com-

plete the following core courses of study:

Pub1ic Relations Core Studies

Introduction to Public Relations: Principles,
fristo ns in busi-
ness, educational institutions, social welfare or-
ganizations, government and the military services;
the processes of influencing public opinion, an1ly-
ses of public relations programs; the responsibili-
ties of the public relations practitioner to his
principles, to the media, to the public; ethics of
public relations practice; professional public
relations organization; accrediting of public
relations practitioners; career opportunities-

Publicitv Media and Campaigns: Use of con-
trott edia to achieve
motivation from various target audiences; theory
and nature of materials emanating from a public
relations department or counseling firm; practical
analysis and development of specialized conununica-
tions materials to gain reaction and support from
specialized groups.

Public Relations Case Problems: Case studies
ana t s in J-ndustrY,
labori education, government, social welfare, and
trade associations. Planning and preparation of
communications materials for various media; appli-
cation of public relations techniques.

Internship or Practicum: Actual work experi-
ence as a tic relations dePartment
or organizationi or on a team project assigned by
the instructor. Such experience should include
analysis of a public relations problem, the draft-
ing of a plan ior its resolution, iBplementation of
th6 plan ind evaluation of resulis.2-

In addition to the foregoing core studies, the Commission

recoflrmended the following "Communications Studies" as supple-

mentary courses to the core:

2taid. , p. 60.
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Theory and Process of Communication: Survey
of tfr raction
through communication; theories and models of com-
munication; mass media and interpersonal communi-
cation; in a dynamic and computerized society.

Writing for the l"lass Media: Fundamental writ-
ing a journalism for the
print and electronic media; a course in the basics
of news reporting and writing for both the print
and electronic media.

Copy Editing: Editing procedures, fundamen-
tals offitng copv for print and electronic media;
selection and processing of ner^ts and publicity
material for dissemination; emphasis on correct
gr€unmar, style, reader interest, readability, and
clarity.

Graphics of Corununication: Origins, develop-
ment s forms of Printitg,
type design and recognition, type harmony and
legibility; copy fitting and layout fundamentals;
introduction to color reproductions; t,rends in media
typography; design and production of annual reports'
leaflets, booklets, and other forms of communica-
tion.3

This recommended curriculum clearly emphasizes a journalism

foundation in the training of prospective public relations

professionals. Such an emphasis would make public relations

training an integral part of the journalism/mass communica-

tion department, with the emphasis on writing ability and pro-

ficicncy in the basic techniques such as coPy writing and

editing, graphics, and media relations. Such basic train-

irg, however, seems essential for students entering public

relations professionally, only if the practice of public rela-

tions in business is seen aS "functionary-reactiver" attached

to marketing and advertising.

3ruid., p. 59.
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It can be further argued these "core studies" are largely

based upon the foundations of persuasion and rhetorical theo-

ries. Again, the presumption is made that the essence of

public relations is to help the business organization sell

its goods and services and create favorable image of the com-

pany via mass media messages. Thus, training emphasizes

skill in producing messages to implement the organization's

product,/service publicity and its image-building objectives.

Unfortunately, this persuasion and rhetorical emphasis

has contributed to a negative Perception of what public rela-

tions activities really are. To many persons (including some

public relations practitioners), public relations is publi-

city aimed at creating false images in its publics. Public

relations is therefore often thought of as

. . .manipulation, deception (and) the creation
of an image unrelated to reality. Not only do vari-
ous publics have this impression of public pela-
tions, many practitioners share it as well.'

Nevertheless, the Commission recommendations and the univer-

sity catalogs uniformly emphasize techniques such as persua-

sive writing and the use of electronic and print media. The

courses also focus on other publicity techniques such as

staging special events and media relations via press releases.

In addition, the public relations case problems which are

discussed seem planned to provide insight into the nature of

"crisis" type public relations problems and the necessary

4nichard E. Wiegand, "Public Relations in the 1980rs,"
Journalism 53 uss j-on #1 (January I,

251, P' 2'
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steps to take in order to resolve a

occurred. On the whole, it can be

teaching orientation appears to fit

of public relations apPlication.

problem that has alreadY

argued that the foregoing

a " reactive" concePtion

Shift in Emphasis Required for an

" I nteractivel Approach

In Chapter Three evidence of the changing scope of cor-

porate public relations is reported. The report clearly high-

lights the point that corporate public relations function is

moving beyond proficiency in publicity techni-ques and ski11s.

Top management and public relations practitioners in business

have recognized the changing scope of corporate public rela-

tions. The logic of this trend is that, since public rela-

tions is not now specifically offered in business and public

administration departments, the communication departments

currently offering public relations are left with the task of

moving public relations training toward a new relationship

between business management, interactive public relations,

and organizational communication theory.

Two areas of change in current university programs seem

most important. First, the courses clearly reflect a lack

of emphasis in the communication and journalism Programs on

training for the prospective public relations practitioners

in dealing with management decision making. Over-reliance

on persuasion and rhetorical theories as the foundation for

conceiving the teaching of public relations perpetuates public
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relations as a tool of selling and manipulative publicity

rather than a process of helping management engaged in dia-

logue and dynamic interaction with external environmental

forces in its basic decision making. Dennis Wilcox (1975)

argues that:

Busj-ness-orj-ented public relations is moving
away from journalism and while there are some in
the field of public relations who still belong to
the nineteenth century, much of industry recog-
nizes that public relations belongs-in a school or
college "r bt=i"""" administration.5

Though business-oriented public relations is moving away from

an exclusive dependence on journalism, the Wilcox idea of

moving the teaching of pubtic relations to the business admin-

istration department remains very debatable. If properly

designed, training in pubtic relations should probably remain

in the communication (and journalism/mass communication)

departments. The crucial point really is to ensure that

departments currently offering public relations are flexible

enough to adapt core requirements to the challenge of the

new interactive approach. Public relations is fundamentally

a conrmunication process and its curriculum in the communica-

tion department, or the journalism/mass communication depart-

ment, can be tailored to meet the changing demands on major

business corporations. Dennis Wilcox (1975) claims that:

The more business-oriented the potential Prac-
titj-oner is the greater the chance for recognition
and reward in about 70 percent of the jobs now
available...Public relations people are not just

5oennis L. WilcoXr "Preparing
row I s PR Careers, " PubIic Relations

Today's Students for Tomot-
Review, Vol . I No. 3

(Winter, I975):53.
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writers but also essential business management
people. Management skills also are needed by
today's public relations professionals. Public
relations ultimately becomes a management function
wi-th its attendant responsibilities--supervising'
budgeting, expense control, participating in the
corporate mix of declsion making. Students should
be Lquiped for this.6

The remainder of this chapter examines a second change

recommended for the existing curriculum and offers recommenda-

tions for interactive public relations core studies. The cur-

rent curriculum seems to lack consideration for public rela-

tions teaching and applicatj-ons in the context of organizational

conununication systems and general systems theory. Such a

perspective would treat the organization as a system of
j-nteracting variables. It would also brinq into focus the

role of public relations from the standpoint of an organiza-

tion's internal environment and its external environment.

This perspective emphasizes the critical conception of the

external environment as either stable, "placidr" static or

changing, "turbulentr" and dynamic and the effects this dif-

ference has on aII aspects of the organization. In any case'

public relations now seems embedded in the organization's

disposal subsystem, as an adjunct to advertising/selling

operations, and no one is primarily charged in most corpora-

tions, with managing its overall interaction with the envi-

ronment. In an interactive system, public relations moves

to the organization adaptive subsystem functioning as an

6,"Ibid. , p. 51 .
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"early warning system" and adapting the organization to

change.

Corporations must see themselves as significantly influ-

enced by the environment that s.urrounds them; not simply as

an economl-c system but also a sOcial system in dynamic inter-

action with society. It is under this conception of itself

that corporate public relations would assume an interactive

orientation.
Such pubtic relations would have to be issues-oriented

rather than the message and publicity orientation in the

reactive orientation. James Post (1980) points out that:

Corporate goals and public goals are both
changing... Ralher than wait for new public aoals
to euffy develop and react to or manipulate the
political system to thwart any changa,'

public relations in the interactive mode can perform two impor-

tant tasks: First, it would assist management "to produce

public aoals that the company can live with. " second, the

function would also assist management to "produce corporate

goals that the public can live with. " That is essentially

an interactive process.

It is through such dynamic interaction and negotiation

prqcess that the "consensus of understandinq" between the

corporation and its external social pressure forces comes to

be. To achieve this sort of cont,inuing changing consensus'

the practitioner in public relations needs training in all

7 james E. Post,
Iic Policy Process -
ment Review, Vol. 2L

"SMR Forum: The Corporation in the Pub-
A View Toward the 1980's," Sloan Manage-
No. I (falI, L979):47.
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the forms and situations of communication, not simply the

useful but narrow tools of mass persuasion. Socia1 order is

a negotiated process, and the process of interaction attempts

to ensure that. Public relations in this case becomes a dis-

cipline and process of preventing externally induced crisis

rather than a tool of reacting to problem situations. And

the process of preventing externally induced crisis through

continuous environmental monitoring is quintessential to

functional public relations in major American business cor-

porations today. The public relations curriculum in univer-

sities should reflect that trend; Another worthwhile study

would be to examine issues management techniques for inter-

active public relations in business corporations. Such study

would provide insight into the dynamics of issues-oriented,

interactive public relations
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